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Slow pace to Guyana’s national vote recount
Georgetown – The National Recount of the March 2 genAccording to GECOM spokesperson Yolanda Ward, the deeral and regional elections in Guyana continued this week at a cision had already been made to add the two new workstations
dreamy snail’s pace, with the tabulations on Monday showing by the GECOM Head, Justice (Retired) Claudette Singh, even
642 ballot boxes counted out of a total 2,339. At such a slow before receiving the taskforce’s report.
pace, the recount has already consumed more than half of the
Said Ward: “[The Chair] had not seen that report until after
25 days allotted to complete the projthe Commission’s meetect, with less then 30 percent of the
ing. That report also intotal number of ballot boxes finished.
cluded approval for an
Even as the recount proceeded,
additional two workstareports were emerging of direct intions. [The taskforce] did
terventions by the Returning Offinot approve anymore but
cer for Region 4, Clairmont Mingo,
two,” she said.
through adjustment of the numbers
Ward said the two
out of ballot boxes in Region 4. Acnew workstations will
cording to the findings by Kaieteur
be allocated one to ReNews, there appears to have been
gion Seven and one to
progressive inflation of votes by
Region Six. It now means
Mingo in favour of APNU+AFC,
three stations will be
and deflations of the numbers for the
recounting boxes from
PPP/Civic.
District Six, while one
On the recount front, it was anwill be counting from
nounced earlier this week that GEDistrict Seven. AdditionCount On Me: Key players (l-r) are Returning OfCOM had received the go-ahead
ally, three stations will be
ficer, Region 4, Clairmont Mingo, President David
for two additional workstations, the
counting District Three,
Granger, Justice (Ret’d) Claudette Singh, GECOM
decision coming after a four-day wait
three will be counting
Chair, and Irfaan Ali, PPP/C Presidential Candidate.
for the National Covid-19 Taskforce
District Four, and two
to respond. GECOM had requested six additional workstations will be counting District Five.
to better facilitate the recount.
The additional two workstations will positively impact the
The addition of the two new workstations was confirmed pace of the recount, Alexander said. However, he felt it unlikely
on Monday by the government-nominated GECOM Commis- the entire recount would be concluded in the assigned 25 days.
sioner Vincent Alexander. He said the Covid-19 Taskforce had
Alexander also noted the three-member Caricom scrutinisgranted GECOM permission to establish the new workstations. ing team had expressed concerns about the progression of the
Alexander said the taskforce had also raised concerns over timeline towards its assigned 25-day limit. He added that new
current adherence at the recount centre to precautionary mea- computations would be performed to generate the necessary
sures previously recommended. It approved just two out of the
See Page 10: Pattern emerges
six workstations requested by GECOM.
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Guyana elections & national vote recount may not end well

A

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219
www.omesh.com

where massive rigging occurred.
nyone who thinks there
PAGE 1 COMMENTARY
Wads of ballots strapped with
would be a smooth and
rubber bands were found in baldecent resolution to the
lot boxes. Ballot boxes from the
present muddle that Guyana has
interior supposedly being transported by the Guyana Defence
forced itself into to determine the winner of the March 2 elecForce were discovered floating in the Essequibo River.
tions is hopelessly out of touch with reality.
In the 1980 elections massive electoral fraud was observed
Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister Keith Rowley, returnand documented by UK’s Lord Avebury, Head of the observer
ing from a Caricom mission of Prime Ministers to broker an
end to the elections impasse, echoed this when he said it, “Will team. He was arrested by the police and his camera and notes
confiscated. He was then banned from entry into the country
not end well”.
for the following election.
If there was ever going to be a fair and clear cut declaration
In the 1985 elections opposition supporters were openly
of a winner, it would have been done at least two months ago.
intimidated and in some cases their scrutineers had to be
It doesn’t take much to count the under-500,000 votes cast.
removed from polling stations for their safety. A December 10,
The problem is the present outfit that is wielding power is
1985 New York Times article reported “Mr. Jenkins (a Guardloathe, historically, to yield power. It operates as though ruling
ian reporter representing a number of UK papers) said that he
has been divinely gifted to it.
had been punched and kicked and that his tape recorder and
Let’s take a look at the history of the PNC vis-à-vis elecabout $200 had been taken.
tions:
He reported that he and Dr Cheddi Jagan were forced
It is well-documented and fully-established that every geninto their cars at gunpoint by two men in civilian clothes and
eral election during the PNC’s 28 years in government, from
ordered to drive to a nearby police station, where they were
1964 to 1992, was massively rigged to keep them in power.
detained for about an hour and a half.
Overseas voting was one of the key means of rigging in
1968. In 1973 the army was used to seize ballot boxes from
See Page 9: In Rowley’s words
polling stations and transfer to a central counting location,
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$1,130,000

O
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Quiet Elegance
A terrific buy. Impressively modern home with 9'
foot celing, 5 washrooms, 4+ 2 bedrooms, open
concept living and dining room, family room with
gas fireplace, 3 full washrooms on upper floor,
large deck, stone front porch and a finished 2 bedroom basement apt. Real Nice!

$799,700

LD

$709,900

S

Here is a wonderful opportunity to move into this
lovely bungalow with a modern open concept living, dining, and kitchen. The basement is finished
with separate entrance. Enjoy an inground pool,
sauna, and covered patio for summer BBQ.

O

Court Location With Pool

$729,900

LD
O

$760,000
POWER SALE
Fractured price! Here is a 4-level side split with
double car garage, family room with original
wood burning fireplace, 2 kitchens, open concept
living and dining room, 4 bedrooms and 3 washrooms. Features LED lights, laminate floors, eat-in
kitchen, and a finish basement. A Rare find.

$519,000

Rexdale Court Location

Affordable Solution

Features a double door entry, modern kitchen with
granite counter, LED lights, 3 bedrooms and a
basement apartment with 2 bedrooms, open concept living and dining room and separate entrance.
The basement is rented for $1,600 monthly. It’s an
income booster.

Will get out of his corner to see this home with 3
bedrooms, 3 washrooms, living and dining room,
modern kitchen, finish basement, garage, fenced
yard and private driveway. Upgrades include
ceramic, hardwood floors and LED lights.

$710,000

S

Just 45 Minutes East of Toronto
Open concept home with 2 large eat-in kitchens,
family room with a gas fireplace, main floor laundry,
premium lot, long driveway and double car garage.
Features 5 bdrms, 4 washrooms and a modern basement. Extensively upgraded with quartz, granite, dark
premium laminates and LED lighting. Call for a tour.

For Young Moderns
Impressive home with 9’ ceiling, LED lights, open concept
with gas fireplace, eat in kitchen, master bedroom with full
ensuite, side entrance to the basement and 3 bedrooms.
Freshly painted in modern tones. A true pleasure.
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$499,900
X-LARGE, LUXURY
Exquisitely modern with dark laminates, quarts
counters, flush mount led lights, spacious master
bedroom with Romeo and Juliet balcony, washroom with soaker tub, a second bedroom with
large closet and gate security.

CANADA

One-time tax-free payment for Canadian seniors to offset COVID-19 expenses
Seniors will be receiving a one-time payment of up to $500 to
help offset any increases in the cost of living due to COVID-19
— and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau on May 12 promised to
help find long-term solutions to the tragedies unfolding in longterm care facilities.
Seniors Minister Deb Schulte announced that seniors who
qualify for Old Age Security will be eligible for a one-time, taxfree payment of $300, and those eligible for the Guaranteed Income Supplement will get an extra $200. Those eligible for both
will receive $500.
The direct supports will amount to $2.5 billion and are expected to help 6.7 million older Canadians.
Schulte said seniors are facing extra dispensing fees for prescriptions, added costs for grocery delivery services and taxi fees
when they might normally take the bus.
“It’s all small amounts, but it adds up,” she said.
Seniors who already are receiving OAS and GIS will receive
the one-time benefit automatically; they will not be required to
apply for it.
Asked by reporters why the aid for seniors took so long to arrive, Schulte said the government already has announced measures for seniors – including a one-time special payment through
the GST credit and the reduction of minimum withdrawals from
registered retirement income funds by 25 percent in 2020.
Financial and Emotional Toll on Seniors
Trudeau said during his daily briefing that COVID-19 is taking a heavy toll on seniors both emotionally and financially, and
that the financial relief announcement is meant to alleviate some
of the stress they are experiencing.
He said there is more work to be done on both short-term
fixes and longer-term solutions.
COVID-19 has exposed some “uncomfortable truths” about
Canadian society, including how we care for seniors, he said.
“We’ve seen heartbreaking tragedies in long-term care facilities and nursing homes right across the country. Overworked
staff. Understaffed residences. Grieving families. There are serious, underlying challenges facing these facilities. And in the
coming months, the federal government will be there to help the
provinces find lasting solutions,” he said.
The novel coronavirus has spread quickly through many
long-term care facilities. About 80 percent of all COVID-19 related deaths have taken place in those facilities.
Halifax senior Joan McDougall called the situation “heartbreaking” and said it makes her more determined than ever to
keep living independently for as long as possible.
“I hope I can put that decision off as long as I can,” she told
the CBC’s Rosemary Barton.
As for the financial relief, McDougall said “every little bit

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
counts” when someone is on a fixed income, but she hopes the
government comes through with other measures to help seniors.
With instability in the markets, she said she would welcome
any measures to help protect investments without penalties.
“With that instability that we’re seeing now, that’s what causes
me the stress and I’m hoping that will be addressed to some extent,” she said.
$20M to Help Counter Isolation
The government is also investing another $20 million on the
New Horizons for Seniors Program, which funds various community projects for seniors. Schulte said that money will help to
mitigate the impacts of isolation with things like virtual exercise
programs and tablet laptops.
Treasury Board President Jean-Yves Duclos said the measures announced will not require parliamentary authority and
the supports are expected to flow within weeks.
Conservative seniors critic Alice Wong accused the government of “letting our seniors down” during the pandemic, saying
the help is arriving late.
“We have heard that Canadians are looking for penalty-free
access to their savings during this crisis. Conservatives put forward constructive proposals to help, including allowing Canadians to make a special one-time tax-free withdrawal from their
RRSPs and waiving mandatory RRIF withdrawal,” she said in a
statement.
“Conservatives will continue to help Canadians who are falling through the cracks,” she added.
NDP seniors critic Scott Duvall said he is “largely disappoint-

Ontario waiving prescription drugs co-payment until July 1
Toronto – The Government of Ontario is waiving the co-payment fees on prescription drugs until July 1, 2020.
Effective May 13, if you are 65 and older and using the Ontario
Drug Benefit program, then you will not be required to pay any
co-payment fees for any prescriptions of more than 30 days.
As well, if you are an existing or new Trillium Drug Program
household, then you can apply for an income assessment to help
reduce your financial burdens during the pandemic.
ODB co-payment fees can range between $2 to $6.11 for prescription for low-income seniors. Also, a $100 yearly deductible

fee applies for non-low-income seniors.
Pharmacies are dispensing 30-days or less worth of medications to ensure there is an adequate medication supply for everyone in the province during the COVID-19 crisis. The provincial
government advises that you call-in for your prescription refill
within ten days of your prescription ending, and ask for delivery
options if you do not have a means to pick up the medication.
If you would like more information on obtaining financial assistance for high-cost prescription drugs, visit the Get Coverage
for Prescription Drugs page at https://www.ontario.ca/.

ed” with the emergency aid plan for seniors.
“Providing a one-time payment indicates the government has
decided the pandemic will only last for a month. How are seniors
going to meet their increased costs in the following months?” he
said in a statement.
“The government should help seniors with an ongoing increase in their OAS and GIS. We are happy the government listened to us in ensuring that no one is cut off GIS come July.
Allowing GIS recipients until October 1 to file their taxes will
certainly help seniors who are struggling right now.”
Marissa Lennox, chief policy officer at the seniors advocacy
group CARP, said in addition to added grocery and prescription costs, seniors also are seeing free or discounted community
services – such as laundry services, meals at community centres
and volunteer tax preparation – dry up because of the global
pandemic.
She welcomed the relief announcement, but urged the government to do more to address the retirement security crisis
caused by COVID-19.
“The one-time tax-free payments of $300 and $200 for those
who qualify for OAS and GIS, respectively, will serve to support
immediate needs around grocery delivery and additional prescription medication costs, but are not solutions for beyond the
short term. It's unclear how long this will last,” she said.
Seniors’ Shrinking Retirement Savings
Lennox said many seniors also have seen their retirement
savings shrink because of a drop in the stock market.
CARP had asked the federal government to waive mandatory Registered Retirement Income Fund withdrawals in 2020.
CARP says the mandatory withdrawals increase the tax liability
for the year as seniors struggle with added costs related to the
pandemic.
“Anything that is withdrawn from a RRIF is fully taxable, and
in this unpredictable time, seniors are looking to maximise their
cash, reduce their tax liability and maximise their flexibility in
arranging their affairs,” Lennox said.
CARP also has urged the government to eliminate withholding tax on RRSP withdrawals for the 2020 tax year and allow two
years to repay taxes owed.
The group is asking the government to follow through on an
election promise to increase OAS and Canada Pension Plan payments.
During the 2019 campaign, Trudeau said a re-elected government would provide a ten percent boost to OAS at age 75 and a
25 percent increase to the Canada Pension Plan for widows or
widowers.
At the time, the Liberal Party said the OAS increase would
give Canadians aged 75 and older an extra $729 each year and
lift 20,000 seniors out of poverty, while widows or widowers
would receive up to $2,080 in additional benefits every year with
the increased survivor’s benefit under the CPP and Quebec Pension Plan.
Asked about those promised benefits, Duclos said last week
Tuesday’s announcement is meant to provide “quick, solid support” for seniors during the health crisis, and that the government
will also deal with financial security for seniors more generally.

Govt relief program for small business rent
Canada Emergency Commercial Rent
Assistance for small businesses provides
relief for small businesses experiencing
financial hardship due to COVID-19.
It offers forgivable loans to eligible
commercial property owners to:
•
reduce the rent owed by their
impacted small business tenants
• meet operating expenses on
commercial properties
Property owners must offer a minimum of a 75 percent rent reduction for
the months of April, May and June 2020.
The application process is anticipated
to open in the second half of May 2020.
It will be open to eligible property owners.
The online application process will
include both fillable fields and templates
of the documents required. Property
owners will need to provide information

to prove eligibility including:
• proof of an existing rent
reduction agreement
• moratorium on eviction, and
• small business tenant financial
hardship (i.e. attestation of 70%
decline in revenue)
More program details will be provided soon — including when and how to
apply for CECRA for small businesses.
Sign up and you will receive the details
when they’re available.
If you aren’t eligible for CECRA for
small businesses, the Government of
Canada is offering other supports for
businesses and individuals as part of
Canada’s COVID-19 Economic Response Plan.
If you are not a commercial property
owner, Mortgage Payment Deferral may
be what you’re looking for.

DENTISTRY
DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3
Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca
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RE/MAX Realtron Realty Inc., Brokerage
Independently Owned & Operated
“With over 20 years of experience serving the
community, I will also help you achieve your
dream of home ownership!”

Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyer s

CRIMINAL LAW
• Impaired Driving
• Robbery
• Fraud
• Theft
• Assault

Why Rent When You Can Own!
Purchase Your Home in 90 Days

Call VEDA LALL

IMMIGRATION LAW

• Bail Hearings
• Mischief
• Weapons Offences
• Drug Offences
• Young Offenders

• Spousal Sponsorships
• Family Class Applications
• Self-Sponsorships
• Detention Reviews

• Admissibility Hearings
• Appeals
• Citizenship Applications
• Citizenship Appeals

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Dr ive, Tor onto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subwa y Station)
www.kissoonlaw.ca • dkissoon@bellnet.ca

416-419-2140
vedas@remax.net • vedahomes.com

Most Productive Agent in Canada!

885 Progress Ave, #209, Scarborough, ON M1H 3G3 • Office: 416-289-3333 • Fax: 416-289-4535

The Indelible Red Stain

Unparalleled
Mortgage Financing Skills

By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

(Lic. #11815)

Refinance, Bruised Credit, Purchase,
First Time Buyers, New to Canada,
2nd & Private Mortgages, & Much More!

www.verenamortgages.com
Veda Lall Owner/Broker
(Lic. #M09001183)

416-419-2140
885 Progress Ave, Unit 315, Scarborough,
Ontario M1H 3G3

Office. 416-289-1383
Fax. 416-289-4535 | 416-431-7447
vedas@rogers.com

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188
info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Guyana’s ‘game-changer’

I

t is worth reiterating that forthcoming oil wealth has exponentially enriched the stakes for whichever party forms
the next Guyana government. In the emergent lexicon of
our turbulent, infectious times, wherein is contained all that
is hopeful, miraculous, and pivotal for a paradigm shift from
any pernicious present, Guyana’s discovery of oil is a “a gamechanger”.
According to discovery estimates, Guyana is blessed with over
eight billion barrels of oil, and counting. Recently, the World
Bank’s semi-annual report for the Latin America and Caribbean
projected Guyana could see an overall economic growth of 51.7
percent this year; 8.7 percent in 2021; and 2.6 percent in 2022.
Before the contemporary, debilitating crisis of the coronavirus
pandemic, last year’s economy was already signalling its promising inherence, registering an uptick at 4.7 percent.
Even as the world’s economy grapples with the ubiquitous
Covid-19 infection, forthcoming oil wealth, despite diminished international consumption and low prices, still remains a
“game-changer” for Guyana. It also means that on the political
front, whichever party legitimately emerges to form Guyana’s
next government will take control of petroleum’s enormous
economic potentiality, and also be positioned to extend its longevity in power.
The stakes are also high for Guyanese nationals on the
ground, at home, and in the diaspora. There is a little utopic
longing in each of us, and March 3 had an anticipated outcome
steeped with the idealism of a better day coming for Guyana;
that following what were delayed polls, the new dawn would
see an emergent government focusing on wise management of
the “game-changer” oil bonanza.
Nothing as such has come to pass since March 2; in fact, we
are still struggling to arrive at a credible vote count.
Sadly, a “new normal” is yet to emerge in Guyana despite its
petroleum pivot. New daylight is yet to arrive that would see
disbursement of the forthcoming oil patrimony for national
development, and its citizens’ enrichment. Sadly, a better quality of life has always remained elusive.
The elusiveness remains a haunting status quo. Without a
legitimate government in place, there can be no directed interventions so new oil wealth targets eradication of indigence
through increased employment and expanded social services.
A government is yet to be sworn-in that will focus on national
reconstruction by extending infrastructure in industry, education, and medical services. A future is yet to unfold that will
equip forthcoming generations of Guyanese.
Sadly, none of this has come to pass, despite free and fair
elections on March 2. Instead, we note a stretching out of time,
a running down of the clock through procrastination, as remarkably, APNU+AFC frustrates a fair and credible vote recount. It is as if, having recognised that Guyana has pivoted
with its oil “game-changer”, APNU+AFC has tightened its covetous grip on power, with its eye glued on forthcoming patrimony.
We acknowledge growing disappointment and impatience
at the frustrations holding back a credible vote recount. More
palpably, we acknowledge with the frustration a corollary of
anxiety, shame, and humiliation.
It is with shame we note how the Caribbean, and international groups, are gazing with bewilderment at the clumsy attempts by APNU+AFC to rig the electoral outcome. Why is it
that for each democratic baby step Guyana takes forward, it is
so easily catapulted backwards to its dystopic, electoral past?
The revelation of election box tampering, made by elections’ observer, former Jamaica Prime Minister Bruce Golding,
is humiliating. Golding noted an APNU+AFC operative’s allthumbs rigging that showed blatant, premeditated miscounting in four ballot boxes.
Guyana has been down this dark road before. It recalls the
terror of “choke-and-rob”, that wanton approach of criminality, which in its targeting, brazenly, and with entitlement, stole
jeweled possessions off a victim to a full, helpless public gaze.
Times have changed; now, it is a different game. Decent
Guyanese must ensure its “choke-and-rob” history does not
brazenly purloin our “game-changer”.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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C

ovid-19 has suspended
public commemoration of
South Asian heritage Month
here, adding tension in Guyana to
the failure to conclude elections of March 2. This must be a world
record for sloth; India with a thousand times the voters, and 15
times the geographical area, took just three months!
Elections are the only means that Guyanese have, under authoritarian rulers, and racked by violence, of commenting on
Government performance.
Losing a vote of confidence in Dec 2018, the
APNU/AFC Government should have resigned
and held new elections in March 2019, but continued ruling to today by defiance, ruses, tampering with the electoral machine, and overt threats,
backed by Police and Army – a legacy of Burnham’s X-13 plan of
1961, Jagan’s intransigence and blind faith in Communism; trusting his “friend Forbes”. Jagan carelessly allowed the Colonial Office to impose a PR form of government for independence. He
was told then of Guyana’s potential for oil, but disbelieved the
news, and failed to follow-up.
Burnham won the independence race, became a plenipotentiary
executive President, supported by the CIA, and his armed cohorts.
As a successor President in 1992, in the only non-rigged elections
since independence, Jagan bowed to PNC bullying and failed in five
years to reduce excessive Presidential power, or restore democracy
to the weakened, violent, dirt-poor and crooked country.
His chosen successors were men of narrow vision and selfish
purpose who survived by numerical strength, overseas funding,
and fair elections for 23 years. Their record of corruption and
nepotism brought defeat by the PNC in 2015, in a coalition with a
weak AFC, and significant Indian support.
Burnham had taught a trusted few how to retain control, and
had ensured that some had a military upbringing. Hence today’s
ex-generals David Granger as President, and Joe Harmon, Director General in the Ministry of the Presidency. They restored the
dictatorship, enriched top people and built a corrupt and extractive cabal of Burnhamesque enforcers. So blatant were their actions that it took just three years for a rejection, but elections were
stalled by an egregious series of delays, from unique arithmetic to
specious updating of voter lists.
Eventually, Appeal Court pressures secured an election date,
March 2, 2020, after settling voter-registration issues. The verdict
in nine regions, including PNC stronghold, Region 10, was a rejection of APNU/AFC, with a deficit of over 51,000 votes.

For devious reasons, the counting of the Region 4 ballots (Georgetown-Mahaica) was delayed, perhaps to ascertain the magnitude of
the deficit and adjust the rigging documents accordingly, since
it was the only region with enough voters to counter the deficit.
When counting reached halfway, and all observers realised that
the PNC was losing, the Returning Officer, Clairmont Mingo,
abruptly stopped the process, ignored the Statement of Polls, and
openly accepted a PNC spreadsheet, with fictitious
tallies for the Region’s boxes; he declared a victory
Mohan for the APNU/AFC by 7,000 votes (one seat), over
Ragbeer objections by all observers. His action violated
GECOM rules and the Constitution. Early reports
suggested that Mingo had bowed to lethal threats
by PNC Ministers and goons. Volda Lawrence actually signed the
bogus return!
The Supreme Court disallowed Mingo’s false results, and ordered resumption of the proper count on March 12.
Through all of this, the head of the Guyana Elections Commission, retired Justice Claudette Singh kept silent while former
generals Granger and Harmon acted as if in battle, helped by
Ministers Volda Lawrence, Karen Cummings, and others. They
will be remembered in history as the most virulent team of spoilers of the democratic process, and may well give their names to
it: the Granger-Harmon-Lawrence technique. Ms Singh should
be ashamed to cap a lifetime in jurisprudence with such a shameful association and performance, negating her vow, “I would not
willingly trade my integrity for all of the oil in Guyana.”
Meanwhile, a New York PNC proponent got US Democrat Hakeem Jeffries, to chastise APNU opposition, acting on race, not
facts, hypocritically ignoring the evidence for APNU fraud, condoning the same actions Democrats had denounced in Trump,
and risking the label of fraud.
A warning for APNU/AFC comes from Kenya, which, like India, has taken a strong stand against political and bureaucratic
corruption, even gaining the support of major secretive banks in
Switzerland and Luxembourg, the Bank for International Settlements (Rothschild), and the WTO. Kenya had brought charges
against 13 prominent Kenyans – and foreign accomplices – living, and owning property beyond legitimate incomes. This was
the first time that powerful people in Kenya had been charged in
a major financial scandal.
(http://kenyaconfidential.com/2020/05/08/end-of-the-road-forcorrupt-kenya-public-officers/).

Electoral Fraud

Sign of the times in heightened responses

I

recently told a neighbour I make my smartest statements over
our fence. It was not during a discussion about how good
fences make good neighbours, to recall Robert Frost’s universally misunderstood poem.
Frost has already made that smart statement, albeit doing so out
of the poetic side of his mouth. I do not know how
much of the misunderstanding over this poem is
Romeo
due to Frost’s unique poetic craft; what I know is lanKaseram
guage is always going to contain encoded ambiguities. So that if deconstructed, then his poem could be
read so as not to privilege mending and upkeeping a
fence, but quite the opposite; that instead of repairing, tearing down
the wall would mean eradication of divisions.
I imagine it is not only about how you view the world, but how
you articulate its pressures that are constantly undermining, and
pushing upwards all the time.
At the time, my neighbour and I were chatting about isolation
and physical distancing. We were lamenting how the coronavirus,
a rudimentary speck of genetic matter more than 100 times less
the size of the point on a pin, had pursued us so we were forced to
take refuge inside our houses, lock the doors and windows, throw
away the key; and then to wonder whether we should get another
guard dog.
“This is how it feels to have been toppled off the top of the food
chain,” I said to my neighbour. “No longer are we alpha-predators;
instead, we have become prey for predators smaller than the point
on a pin.”
I imagine H.G. Wells, author of War of the Worlds, would understand well what dire, alien depths we are now navigating; that
despite our vast intellect, an enemy so small many thousands in
its cohort can fit on the point of a pin, arrived here, not on spaceships, but as an infective payload in bats, to effectively undermine,
to push up against, our infinite complacency.
What deaths and sorrow we have seen in our lifetime. It is as if
we are being consumed by a slow fire of viral decay, to re-purpose
Frost’s poetic filigree.
In the wake of our present viral visitation, I keep recalling my
childhood encounter with the infectious measles. It was a visitation
with a few firsts, among them coming to understand there are ambiguities encoded into the body that cause it to fail after a certain
threshold is passed. It means there is only that much flesh can take
when assailed by illness, in this case, a debilitating, viral infection.

My mother reporting to neighbours, “He is roasting with fever”, was no understatement, the metaphorical currency used for
delivery being well-spent, and typical of my mother’s economy.
I recall the ascendant febrility, its pathology bringing electric
shocks in waves to my young frame. Up to then, I had only encountered minor discomfort and pain from a fall
during childhood play, a sting from an incensed
wasp; or worse, the sting from a twig, punitively
applied by a waspy, angry mother.
Many of us have encountered, endured, and
were healed from these early, viral infections when
we were growing up back home. It means we have suffered, so
we all have the rudimentary experience of what it takes to extend
ourselves into the space of empathy needed for victims overcome
by the inexorable exponential of this marauding coronavirus.
But the rhizomic march of Covid-19, and the slow, burning of
hundreds of thousands of pyres being left behind as funeral wakes,
are far worse than a body on fire with childhood fever. How does
one appreciate the foreboding, the anxiety, and the trauma, that as
the coronavirus’ consuming pathology progresses, it is heading to
just two possible outcomes, either healing, or a fatality?
My grandmother would say, whenever she encountered turbulence, be it unyielding rootedness during gardening, but most
of the times when the best laid plans had gone awry, when the
family’s centre did not hold, “This is not an easy row to weed.”
Yet again, an opening of language’s purse, and after extraction of
a shiny metaphor, it being tossed onto the counter so the kinetic
manoeuvre drives it into an awkward spin.
But all energy, whether clumsily enabled, or divinely released,
eventually burns down. What a life we are living today; to be alive
now is to be vigilant, constantly looking over the shoulder to ensure
our hands do not make surface contact with a lurking, viral predator.
To take evasive action during excursions beyond the lockdown
of sturdy doors, impenetrable windows, and an additional dog to
the arsenal, is to acknowledge with growing resignation that to wear
a mask in public is to face unreadable countenances; that while poets once spoke about depth in the pools of eyes, the pupils above
a mask today are really mirrors reflecting the fear and distrust of
asymptomatic bodies. And that beneath the mask lurks a suspicion
so healthy it constantly nourishes the dread of contamination.
It is said the senses of prey are constantly enabled. Such is our
heightening, now that we have been dethroned.
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‘We lost the election; let’s move on to healing, and rebuilding’
Dear Editor:
Joe Harmon’s attack on former Prime Minister Bruce Golding is unfounded and unjustified with the entire world condemning electoral
fraud. Wasn’t it Harmon who on several occasions stated that the President would be swornin even when the election count was in dispute
before the court?
Didn’t he want Granger to swear-in from
Clairmont Mingo’s fraudulent count of the ballots? Didn’t he also say that Lowenfield had prepared a report from the Mingo fraud, and that it
should be approved by GECOM Chair to facilitate the swearing in of Mr Granger?
Isn’t there serious conflict between the President and Harmon over swearing-in? Why is
Harmon disputing fraud?
If he so believes that the coalition won the
election, why did our party engage in court
cases to block the recount? Why is our party opposed to releasing the SOPs to back the claim
of victory?
Why is Harmon opposed to the Carter Center coming to monitor the process?
Former Jamaica PM Bruce Golding, on behalf of the OAS, documented the cases of fraud
and cited evidence. The fact that counting
fraud was publicly displayed and videoed for
the world to see makes Harmon’s attack on the
character of the PM incredulous.
Golding gave an account of what he observed. His account is substantiated by that
of former PM of Barbados, Owen Arthur, on
behalf of the Commonwealth. Arthur also condemned the rigging, as did the observers from
other international bodies.
The former PM of Senegal, on behalf of the
Carter Center mission, assailed GECOM and
the government for the rigging. The Caricom
observers also said the counting was a fraud.
Every international body has condemned

Bruce Golding

David Granger

Owen Arthur

the rigging. No international body or observer
has sided with the government’s narrative that
there was fraud by the opposition on voting.
Does Harmon really think our party’s supporters are fools? Are all the former PMs and
observers lying?
As observers said, the voting itself was not
rigged. The counting of Mingo was rigged, was
allowed to happen by the chair, and accepted
by Lowenfield.
I hope no attempt would be made to rig the
recounting and the process would be brought
to a quick conclusion.
I am very embarrassed by the behavior of
Harmon and other leaders of my party. I can’t
quite understand why my President Granger, a
good Christian, leader of my party, and the person I voted for, is silently allowing Harmon to
peddle nonsense. Why isn’t the President stop-

ping this foolishness?
Granger, a veteran army man, should know
when to concede. Don’t fight a war that you
have no chance of victory. The whole world
is against you, condemning fraud. The whole
world said there was fraud in the count of SOPs.
The President, as a military strategist and
tactician, would know that barefaced electoral
banditry can’t work in today’s world. The President should recognise the fraud that obtained
under Burnham and Hoyte is not doable today.
The nature of the world’s response to electoral fraud has changed. Fraud was not easily
documented during the 1960s through 1992
and one got away with it. Today, it is a different
kind of war fought on social media.
International observers are aggressive and
won’t close their eyes to it; they won’t compromise their integrity. And no loyal army or po-

lice can defend fraud when the world watches,
and when they threaten serious consequences.
Even the army and police would fall into the
sanctions net.
Granger, please display respect for the intelligence of our party’s supporters. We are not
imbeciles. Don’t show total disregard to our
supporters.
Harmon and others are telling supporters
that the PPP was involved in fraud, yet he and
our party claimed victory. Are Harmon and
our party saying PPP engaged in fraud for our
party to win? Is that what the President is also
endorsing?
Does the President, like Harmon, think we
are idiots? We lost the election. Let’s move on.
Concede defeat and let’s start the healing and
rebuilding process!
Bro Joshua Emmanuel, via email

Hindu group calls on Pompeo to impose
targeted sanctions on offending officials

Hera Nandlal

NANDLAL

The Honorable Mike Pompeo
Secretary of State
Washington, DC 20520
Dear Secretary Pompeo,
We write to you on behalf of the Hindu
American Foundation in regards to the recent
election turmoil in the South American nation
of Guyana. In particular, we are deeply concerned by the voting irregularities that took
place in national elections on March 2. We are
similarly troubled by the continued failure to
complete the election process in a fair, credible, and transparent manner.
While we appreciate your condemnation
of this subversion of democracy, and share
your concerns, we urge you to avoid leveling
sanctions on the Guyanese government as a
whole. Guyana suffers from extreme poverty
and such broad based sanctions would have a
devastating impact on the lives of thousands of
Guyanese citizens who eke out a meager living
just to survive.
Instead, we urge you to impose targeted
and personal sanctions specifically against
those officials in the coalition led by People’s
National Congress — Reform, and Guyana
Elections Commission, who have been identified as subverting the electoral process.
We believe that this course of action will
help hold those who have committed electoral
fraud accountable for their actions and push
the country towards implementing democratic
reforms, without destroying the fragile Guyanese economy.
As an American nonprofit advocacy and
human rights organisation, we have been
closely monitoring the human rights situation
in Guyana for over 15 years, and publish an
annual human rights report comprehensively
detailing human rights violations against
Hindus in Guyana, where Hindus constitute
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Mike Pompeo
25 percent of the country’s population, and
around the world. Furthermore, last year,
we conducted an on the ground fact-finding
mission to Guyana, where we met with diverse
stakeholders.
We continue to remain in close communication with Guyanese Hindu community leaders on the ground in Guyana, and those here
in the US who still maintain close ties to their
country of origin. They all concur that targeted
sanctions against specific officials responsible
for committing electoral fraud rather than
broad based sanctions against the country is
in the best interests of all the Guyanese people
regardless of ethnic or religious background.
We hope to work with you on this urgent
matter and please inform us should you need
additional information or other materials on
this subject.
Respectfully,
Suhag Shukla, Esq., Executive Director
Hindu American Foundation
Samir Kalra, Esq.
Managing Director Hindu American Foundation.
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PSC ‘perturbed’ at recount acceptance
Dear Editor:
ity as an Accredited Observer, along with the
The Private Sector Commission is extremely other local and internationally accredited obperturbed at the most recent statements re- servers and members of the Diplomatic Comported in the media attributed to GECOM’s munity, are presently observing the recount
Commissioner, Vincent Alexander, and AFC’s conducted by GECOM in good faith on the
General Secretary, David Patterclear understanding that the reson, with regard to the ongoing
sult of the recount will be recogNational Recount of the General
nised by GECOM for the purpose
and Regional Elections.
of the election of a new GovernBoth Patterson’s and Alexment resulting from the Elections
ander’s statements suggest that,
conducted on March 2, 2020.
instead of the conclusive result
The Private Sector Commisof the recount being accepted by
sion now calls upon the ChairGECOM as the final declaration
man of GECOM to immediately
clarify GECOM’s position on this
of the Elections for the swearing
matter.
in of the new President and new
Government, the Commission
The PSC calls upon the Chairshould accept the declaration of
man of GECOM to confirm
the Chief Election Officer based
whether the result of the National
Vincent Alexander
on the declaration of the ReturnRecount being currently conducting Officer for District 4, which is currently ed by GECOM will be accepted by GECOM
held in abeyance by the Gazetted Order for the as the final and unqualified result of the General and Regional Elections held on 2nd March,
National Recount.
Their pronouncements are in direct contra- 2020, for the purpose of electing the Governvention of the commitment President David ment of Guyana.
Granger gave to the nation that he will accept
Yours faithfully,
the results of the Recount as the final declaraJoel Bhagwandin, MSc., Exec Ed.
tion of the 2020 elections.
Economic Analyst/Manager for Private
The Private Sector Commission, in its capacSector Commission of Guyana Limited
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International and Local Observers accredited by
the Guyana Elections Commission, …”
An Order, just like a Regulation, Rule, ByLaw, etc., are all instruments falling into the category called “subsidiary legislation”. The refusal
by the APNU+AFC-led caretaker government
to allow the Carter Center to return to Guyana is not only the political weaponisation of
the Covid-19, but a violation of the Order and
breach of their legal entitlement thereunder.
Further, section 6 of the General Elections
(Observers) Act CAP 1:10 makes it an offence
for anyone to obstruct or interfere with an accredited observer in the performance of his
functions or the exercise of his rights conferred
thereunder. Finally, the refusal makes everyone
wonder what is it that the “refusers” have up
their sleeves, and what they would be trying to
hide from the observers.
Charles S. Ramson via email

How to cope with pandemic grief from loss
Dear Editor:
Life goes on during this pandemic and one
overlooked fact is that people are dying in families due to illness and accidents unrelated to
Covid-19, and family members are grieving.
For those who have experienced loss, this
is a period where the bereaved has to adjust to
a new way of living and say goodbye to loved
ones via Zoom or social media.
No last looks, whispered words or being able
to place flowers on the grave. The rituals of the
wake and church services have been banned
and crying and wailing are behind closed doors.
In this time of uncertainty, the grieving process has led to heightened stress and/or anxiety
levels. People are no longer able to receive faceto-face support from family and friends, and this
disconnect at a time when comfort is needed can
lead to a sense of loneliness and isolation, especially for older people who refuse to embrace
modern technology and look at a funeral service
on the computer or phone at such a sad time.
This pandemic has forced those who have lost
loved ones to adapt to a new normal way of life.
To effectively manage grief and loss and to
cope with the death of a friend or loved one
during this pandemic, the following coping
skills are suggested:
• Acknowledge that grieving at this time is
more challenging than coping with loss outside
of a health crisis.
You did the best that you could with the
funeral arrangements and informing as many
people as possible.
• Practise self-compassion – be gentle with

yourself. Take care of your personal needs and
allow yourself to grieve for as long as you want
to. Cry. Let the tears come. You grieve because
you have loved.
• Maintain contact with your support system. Although you are not allowed to socialise
with friends and family, you can meet virtually via Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet,
FaceTime, or WhatsApp.
• Alternate between “loss” and “restorative”
activities.
This notion comes from the dual-process approach to grieving which states that individuals
transition between loss-related activities such
as crying or talking about their deceased loved
ones and restorative activities such as planning
ahead and adjusting to life without the person
who has died.
• Have a grief journal where you can express
your thoughts and feelings daily. Write memories about your loved one. What jokes do you
remember that they told?
• Make time for your spiritual growth – reconnect if you need to and develop a personal
relationship with your higher supreme being.
Most importantly, be safe and keep those
around you as safe as you can.
Death, grief and loss and bereavement are
a part of life. Support others in these times of
crisis. Let us be our brother’s and sister’s keeper.
Take care.
Dr Merisha Seepersad
Educational Psychologist
Member of TTAP
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Carter Center entry refusal a breach of Order
Dear Editor:
I join the numerous persons and organisations that have called for the APNU+AFC-led
caretaker government to grant approval immediately for the Carter Center. It has been duly
accredited as an election observer to be allowed
to return to Guyana so that they could complete
their electoral observation mission.
The refusal of the APNU+AFC-led government to allow the Carter Center to return is a
breach of the very Order on which the very recount is being conducted. The Order states, “ …
the recount process shall be conducted in the
presence of representatives of … and observed
by International and Local Observers accredited
by the Guyana Elections Commission …” The
Order goes on further to state that the “following persons are entitled to be present: representatives of political parties that contested the said
elections, the CARICOM Scrutinising Team,

RICHARD A. RAWANA B.A. LL.B
Former Criminal Prosecutor

Let’s Spring into Tax Season
I

was told that paying taxes is a good thing because the person in the wheelchair can eat. I came across a quote by Lao Tzu, a famous philosopher, who
stated “the people are hungry: it is because those in authority eat up much
in taxes”. John Calhoun, America’s seventh Vice President, remarked in one
of his speeches that “our Government is deeply disordered, its credit is impaired; its debt increasing; its expenditures extravagant and wasteful; its disbursements without efficient accountability and its taxes enormous, unequal
and oppressive to the great producing classes of society”.
If you are currently renting and have a sizeable income, contribute as
much as possible to your RRSP. Buying RRSP will reduce your tax bracket and
you will receive a credit. When you are ready to buy your first home, you can
borrow up to $35,000 from your RRSP to use towards your downpayment. I
prefer opening a self-directed RRSP where I can invest the money myself. I
bought TD Stocks and they did well. Avoid buying mutual funds — the fees
are enormous. Start investing in RRSP when you are young. As your wealth
grows, you can contribute less to RRSP. At retirement, when you withdraw, it is
considered a taxable income.
If you are a homeowner and have over fifty percent of equity in your home,
use some of that equity to build more wealth and save on taxes. Open a
Home Equity Line of Credit (HELOC). If you have money in a savings account, use it to pay down your mortgage and make your HELOC larger. You
can now use a portion of the HELOC as a down payment on an investment
property. I usually take twenty percent down payment from my HELOC and
the remaining eighty percent as a mortgage on the investment property. The
rental property is therefore 100 percent financed and the interest earned is a
tax-deductible expense against my combined income.
Open a separate account for investment properties. Proper book-keeping
is critical. Any expenses associated with the rental property must be documented. I usually pay contractors only when they issue an invoice. That way I
can attach a copy of the invoice to the method of payment. Investing in real
estate is tax sheltered. Over the years, the mortgage owing decreases while
the value of the property increases. What is appealing is that you can withdraw some of the equity and invest it without triggering tax. With this strategy, you can reduce the amount of taxes paid to a minimum and do not need
more RRSP. At retirement, you are being taxed on the amount of income you
have received and not on the value of your assets.
Your best investment is your principal residence, the home in which you
live in. The profits here are not taxable. If you are using a part of the property
for rental or claiming a portion as a home office, then consult an accountant.
The tax rules are complex, and you can land in boiling water if not done correctly.
Selling an investment property will trigger capital gains tax. Capital gains
tax is pleasing to the investor because of how it is structured. Let’s assume
that after selling your investment property, you net $96,000. You can keep
fifty percent of the profit and the other fifty percent is considered as your income. If you are on a thirty-three percent tax bracket, then, you will pay only
$16,000 in income tax. You can defer a portion of the tax by taking a Seller
Take Back Mortgage. The trick is that you still have an interest in the property.
Let’s assume that you lend the buyer $48,000 as a second mortgage; for that
tax year, your tax will be reduced to only $8,000.
Benjamin Franklin, one of the founding fathers of the United States, surmised that, “in this world, nothing can be said to be certain except death and
taxes”. Knowing that, we must be certain that when it comes to taxation, if
you fail to prepare, then you must prepare to fail.
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Guyana still in comatose state, no end in sight

“The people who cast the votes
decide nothing. The people who
count the votes decide everything.”

Ongoing vote recount failure now a theatre of the comical and absurd

G

uyana remains in a comatose state. And there is no
These allegations also put GECOM’s contention that all
hope of conditions getting better anytime soon. The
necessary safeguards were in place to prevent fraud in doubt.
ludicrous and shameful state of affairs, stemming
And let’s not forget, APNU/AFC also had thousands of scrutifrom the failure to declare a winner of the country’s March 2
neers in place on election day. Maybe they were incompetent or
elections, is now widely regarded as comical and absurd, caussleeping on the job; and so were GECOM officials.
ing the majority of the population to lose trust in the political
Bottom line is that had the original results of the elections
process.
been accepted, then claims of fraud would
While the pace of the March 2 elections
have never been made. More important, there
vote recount is painfully slow, signs of legal
is no substantive evidence of fraud. But these
challenges of the results, once completed,
allegations set the stage for disputes and court
Dwarka
have emerged, adding to the potential probactions should the coalition party not end up
Lakhan
lems ahead for the country whose political as
being the winner.
well as economic future appear bleak for now,
On the other side of the coin, there are
in spite of massive oil discoveries which could
allegations of irregularities in the recount
see it becoming one of the richest countries in
process. Last week, former Jamaica Prime
the world.
Minister Bruce Golding, who headed the Organisation of
If one can extrapolate from the lessons learned following the American States observer team during the election, stated
no confidence vote which displaced the APNU-AFC coalithat four ballot box results were altered in favour of the ruling
tion government in December 2018, it can take more than a
APNU/AFC coalition.
year to get a resolution in the courts to any
And in a Facebook post, Golding stated:
political challenges that may emerge. Plus,
“I have never seen a more transparent effort
the existing caretaker APNU-AFC coalition
to alter the results of an election. You know
government has demonstrated that it does
it takes an extraordinarily courageous mind
not necessarily have to adhere to any court
to present fictitious numbers when such a
rulings. Therein lies the real problem. In fact,
sturdy paper trail exists. This is being illusthe caretaker government is still in power
trated now at the recount.”
after almost a year and a half. Nowhere in
Golding’s criticism was supported by the
the democratic world is that possible.
chair of the CARICOM group at the OAS,
Although President David Granger has
Ambassador Noel Lynch, who was reported
publicly stated that he will accept the results
as saying, “If each of the political parties
of the recount, whatever the outcome, it
genuinely believes it has won, then they
is doubtful that his henchmen will willshould have no fear of the current recount,
ingly cede power to the PPP/C should it be
and they should all support it.”
declared the winner. That is, if the PPP/C is
And in another distraction that sets the
ever declared victorious.
stage for legal challenges, Attorney GenNoel Lynch
In fact, it is believed in some circles that
eral Basil Williams is reported saying that
Granger, who appears to promote democracy publicly, is a will- GECOM does not have the power to render the declarations
ing backer of the actions of some of his henchmen who are bent made by the ten Returning Officers, including Region Four’s
on ensuring that the coalition government remains in power.
Clairmont Mingo, illegitimate.
At least, he has not publicly objected to any of their actions.
“All ten declarations are valid and subsisting and under our
So far, ten days into the recounting of
law, the only way they could be rendered
the votes, as of May 16, GECOM has only
nugatory is by a decision of an election
processed 479 of 2,339 ballot boxes. At this
petition and so it comes to the other status,
pace, it could take more than a month before
question and purpose of the national rethe recount is completed, even if the pace is
count,” Williams said, while arguing that the
accelerated as promised by GECOM. The unelections have been substantially completed.
fortunate excuse for the slow recount process
It must be noted that Williams later said
is due to social distancing restrictions resultthe results would be accepted by his party,
ing from the coronavirus.
though this could simply be another decepHowever, with the recount in process,
tive tactic in support of Granger’s public
APNU-AFC has made allegations of fraud
position. But if APNU loses on the recount,
in voting process. It has stated that “clear
then there could be problems.
and unmistakable patterns of irregularities,
In fact, Williams could very well end up
discrepancies and worse have emerged” in
challenging the results of the recount, which
relation to voting, noting that there were
is being conducted as a result of an agree“countless” instances of dead people bement among the President, the Opposition,
Basil Williams
ing recorded as voting exclusively in PPP
and CARICOM. However, the results of the
strongholds, as well as innumerable cases of
recount does not necessarily have to be acpersons who voted despite the fact they had migrated long ago
cepted because they were not done within the framework of the
and were not present in Guyana on March 2.
electoral laws of Guyana.
As well, the party has claimed that there were yet more
As Williams noted, the powers the commission has Under
“countless” instances of citizens who had not uplifted their ID
Section 22 of those laws allow it to solve prospective problems
cards from GECOM for many
that would occur but cannot
years, but who still voted in PPP
erase or act retrospectively to restronghold areas although no
verse concluded decisions made
corresponding Oaths of Identity
during the process of the elechad been found in the ballot
tions. Only an election petition
boxes. In addition, there were
can discredit the initial results
claims that one person had voted
which were not in fact declared,
multiple times; votes for other
but accepted by the coalition
parties had been recorded for the
government.
Bruce Golding
PPP; poll books had been found
“The law remains the law, so,
to be missing; and ballots cast for
at the end of the day, the law will
the coalition had been deemed
determine what happens. As
spoilt.
I said, the electoral laws state that ten legitimate declarations
“What is emerging, even at this early stage is that there was
have been made, they have been laid over to the Chief Eleca systematic effort by the PPP on Election Day to corrupt the
tions Officer. The national recount falls under a constitutional
electoral process and to fraudulently cause votes to be regisprovision and the purpose that it is serving is to examine what
tered for that party while seeking to disqualify votes for the
happened on that day,” Williams said.
APNU+AFC Coalition. This is an attack on the credibility of
Only time will tell whether Granger will accept the decision
the electoral process by a single political party – the PPP – and
of the recount if his party loses, or will use his henchmen to
its agents and co-conspirators,” APNU-AFC claims.
prolong the life of the coalition government.
Ironically, the elections process was deemed credible by all
The underlying truth is that the actions of the APNU/AFC
parties following the elections, including APNU/AFC, as well
coalition are predictable. We have noted before that APNU/
by as foreign observers. Allegations of fraud and irregularities,
AFC would try to remain in power for as long as possible. And
therefore, appear baseless.
we hope we are wrong.

‘

I have never seen a more
transparent effort to alter
the results of an election...

’
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Joseph Stalin

A Guyanese Cook-Up Story!
By Dhanpaul Narine
Once upon a time, in Neva Neva land, Old Major
had a dream. He gathered the fans.
‘Comrades, I had a dream,’ he said. ‘We were playing the Dodgers in the World Cup. We practiced for
five years and the game was tense. At the end of the
game, both teams said they won. How could this be?
So they called in the referees to check the scores. They
also invited some independent people to observe the
checking. All was going well until a referee, Mr. Bingo,
cooked up the numbers so that the Dodgers could
win. There was a major, yes, Major outcry! Most fans
cried foul. The evidence showed that the Dodgers lost
badly. But they knew how to cheat, to turn a loss into
a win. They did it many times before. So after weeks
and weeks, both teams decided to have a recheck of
the scores.
The Dodgers Head Coach instructed his two pure
bred Rottweilers (who used to play for us) to spin the
story. Everyday, it’s one thing after another. They even
said a Russian was our opening batsman and that his
partner Smirnoff escaped, and can’t be found. Now
they are saying our team cheated so that the Dodgers
could win! But we showed them our records and they
can’t produce theirs. These Dodgers just keep dodging!
How will this all end, I hear you ask? The Head
Coach does not want to leave his job. So there will be
mischief, misinformation, and much confusion. They
will see the truth and still doubt it. They may even
stop the re-checking and demand that the game be
played over. But just think, what lesson is this for the
children? Cheating is never normal. Comrades, you
can’t give up. Let your voices be heard in peace. Might
cannot be right. We scored more runs. We won. We
shall have the victory, so we can pull in everybody.
Old Major.’
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In Rowley’s words, elections ‘will not end well’
From Page 1
n 1992, the US pressured Desmond Hoyte to accept longdenied changes to the elections system to facilitate free and
fair elections. Even after the 1992 elections won by the PPP,
the PNC’s rejection of the unfavourable results was followed by
violence inflicted on Indian-Guyanese, the presumed supporters of the PPP.
Raging mobs of PNC supporters stormed the Elections Centre after it became clear the PPP was winning. Peace was only
restored after Jimmy Carter, who was in the Centre, threatened
to call the White House. Hoyte backed down and called out
the Disciplined Forces to restore order. However, the IndianGuyanese Regent Street business district was invaded and a
store torched.
An International Foundation for Electoral Systems report
explained the PNC’s political strategy: “…as the disturbance
at the Commission grew, some members of the PNC saw an
opportunity to disrupt the election and shed doubt on the
outcome. With the outcome in doubt, it would not make any
difference if the final results indicated the PPP/Civic had won
the election; the PNC could claim the results should not be declared official because it would have been impossible to certify
the official returns.”
In December 1997, the PNC once again lost the elections
and claimed they were cheated. They launched violent street
protests and insisted Janet Jagan was illegally sworn in. When
Justice Bernard ruled against them, massive riots broke out in
the city where hundreds of Indians were beaten in Georgetown.
Caricom was invited in, an Accord was brokered, and the
PPP gave up two years of its term and agreed to constitutional
changes to give more power to the PNC in Parliament. All of
this was in the face of a “forensic audit” conducted by Caricom,
which showed the election results were valid.
The post-1997 violence merged into a heightened wave of
criminal attacks and robberies mainly against Indian businesses. Sustained violence continued up to the 2001 elections, of
which the PNC again claimed they were cheated. This violence
escalated exponentially after five criminals escaped from Camp
St Prison on Republic Day, 2002.
They ended up in Buxton and launched a direct attack on
the state and putative PPP supporters in surrounding communities after declaring they were “African Freedom Fighters”.

I

President David Granger meets with GECOM
Chairman Claudette Singh on Sunday

Granger says govt will
accept GECOM results
Georgetown — President David Granger said on Sunday his APNU+AFC government will accept GECOM’s
declaration of the result of the March 2 General and Regional Elections.
“As President of Guyana and leader of the government,
it is my policy that any declaration coming from the chairman of GECOM will be accepted by the Government of
Guyana. I speak for the Government of Guyana,” Granger
said following a visit to the recount site at the Arthur Chung
Conference Centre.
Granger’s statement means that all eyes will now be focused on GECOM Chair Justice (Ret’d) Claudette Singh,
who will cast the decisive vote whenever a final result goes
before the Commission for certification.
He also stressed he had confidence in the Caricom team
of scrutineers present for the recount.
“I am very confident in Caricom’s integrity and ability,
and I would just like to repeat what the Ambassador of
Barbados [to the OAS, Noel Lynch said], that Caricom is
the most legitimate interlocutor on the Guyana situation. I
am inspired by that remark, and I share the sentiment that
Caricom is the most important interlocutor on the Guyana
situation,” Granger said.
He added: “Caricom was here before, as you know… and
is a reliable partner in our development and they are …
competent to do what they came here to do. I am obliged to
work with the Caricom team…”
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Desmond Hoyte was to enter Buxton and declare no criminals
were there.
Robert Corbin became PNC leader after Hoyte’s death in late
2002, but after the Buxton gunmen kidnapped the US Regional Security Officer, the US became directly involved. Eusi
Kwayana claims they concluded, “that the violence was directly
related to the PNC’s defeat at the March 19 2001 elections,
which it felt it would win…(and) involved people in the PNC.”
In the 2006 elections, the PNC with Robert Corbin as leader
again lost to the PPP, but did not dispute the verdict. Their
votes were severely decimated by the Trotman-led AFC, which
attracted a solid number of their traditional middle-class voters. Corbin was accused of “selling out” to the PPP, but there
was no post elections violence.
In the 2011 elections, with Ramjattan at the head of the AFC
and Corbin having stepped aside for David Granger, the AFC
now drew most of its support from erstwhile PPP Indian Guyanese supporters and reduced them to a plurality. They captured
the presidency, but were a minority in the National Assembly.
The PNC did not complain about being cheated and there was
no violence.
In 2015 the PNC-as-APNU went into a pre-election coalition with the AFC and won the elections. There were no complaints and no political violence. Of course the PNC had won.
Now in 2020, the PNC-as-APNU has once again tried to
corrupt the elections result in spite of the protests of all the
observers – both local and overseas – as well diplomats from
the ABCE and Caricom countries. It is not difficult to conclude,
as did Rowley, that, “This will not end well”.
Bear in mind that the APNU+AFC government was defeated in an opposition-led no-confidence motion in December
2018 constitutionally requiring them to hold elections in March
2019.
But they disingenuously claimed that the opposition’s majority 34 votes in the House is not greater than the government’s
33, and, therefore, held on to power for another year, deferring
elections until March this year. And now, that the March 2020
results are pointing in the direction of their defeat, their surrogates at GECOM are having difficulty in proclaiming another
party as a winner!
So who in their right mind thinks that this PNC-as-APNU
outfit would willingly yield power?
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Report claims Hadfield Street declaration altered in favour of APNU+AFC
Georgetown – A Kaieteur News report earlier this week has claimed Clairmont Mingo’s
Hadfield Street declaration was altered in favour of APNU+AFC, with video evidence of
the altered numbers being called out at the
Hadfield Street Returning Officer’s office for
ballot box #4058.
The newspaper’s analysis is based on audio
recordings published by The Citizenship Initiative of Mingo’s general election numbers being
called out during the Kingston tabulation for
13 ballot boxes, and figures supplied for four
ballot boxes by the Head of the Observer Mission, Bruce Golding, in the mission’s preliminary report on Guyana’s 2020 Elections to the
OAS Permanent Council.
So far video clips have been published comparing the SOPs published by the PPP/C to the
statements of recount, with accompanying audio of a female GECOM official reading out the
figures during Mingo’s tabulation for the Kingston declaration of March 13, 2020.
For ballot box #4104, the statement of poll
showed 111 votes for PPP/C and 132 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
30 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to
81, and added 30 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 162. The statement of
recount showed an increase from the statement of poll, of two votes for the PPP/C, to
113, likely due to previously rejected votes
now considered valid at the recount.
For ballot box #4105, the statement of poll
showed 108 votes for PPP/C and 93 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
20 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count
to 88, and added 50 votes to APNU+AFC,
increasing the count to 143. The statement
of recount showed increases from the statement of poll, of five votes for PPP/C, to 113,
and five votes for APNU+AFC, to 98, likely
due to previously rejected votes now considered valid at the recount.
For ballot box #4106, the statement of poll

Bruce Golding

Clairmont Mingo

showed 168 votes for PPP/C, and 77 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
20 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count
to 148, and added 30 votes to APNU+AFC,
increasing the count to 107. The statement
of recount showed increases from the statement of poll, of 10 votes for PPP/C, to 178,
and one vote for APNU+AFC, to 78, likely
due to previously rejected votes now considered valid at the recount.
For ballot box #4109, the statement of poll
showed 236 votes for PPP/C, and 93 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
30 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to
206, and added 40 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 133. The statement of
recount showed the same result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4110, the statement of poll
showed 80 votes for PPP/C, and 171 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
20 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to
60, and added 20 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 191. The statement of
recount showed the same result as the statement of poll.

Pattern emerges of vote inflation, deflation
From Page 1
projection, and the team will then be furnished
with the new timeline.
Meanwhile, a Kaieteur News analysis of information covering 17 Region Four ballot boxes has revealed a pattern of inflation of votes for
APNU+AFC, and deflation of votes for PPP/C
during the Kingston tabulation by Region Four
Returning Officer, Clairmont Mingo.
According to the findings, in just 17 boxes,
Mingo’s general election tabulation subtracted
331 votes from the PPP/C, while adding 778
votes to the APNU+AFC tally.
For just those 17 ballot boxes, Mingo’s general election tabulation produced a total variance of 1,109 votes from the figures on the cor-

responding Statements of Poll.
The governing APNU+AFC coalition has
consistently dismissed the figures on the SOPs,
which were made public by other political parties, and were also posted outside each polling
station for public scrutiny.
What has been revealed from the statements
of recount produced by the GECOM workstations as the National Recount continues is the
numbers for these 17 ballot boxes remain overwhelmingly in correlation with the numbers on
the SOPs that were made public.
So far, the APNU+AFC coalition has refused
to provide copies of the SOPs in its possession,
and which its representatives claim are in alignment with Mingo’s inflated/deflated figures.
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For ballot box #4111, the statement of poll
showed 71 votes for PPP/C, and 170 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
30 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to
41, and added 40 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 210. The statement of
recount showed the same result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4116, the statement of poll
showed 99 votes for PPP/C, and 138 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
30 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to
69, and added 50 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 188. The statement of
recount showed the same result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4117, the statement of
poll showed 152 votes for PPP/C, and 105
votes for APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation
subtracted 30 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count to 122, and added 30 votes to
APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 135.
The statement of recount showed the same
result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4125, the statement of poll
showed 119 votes for PPP/C, and 104 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
20 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count
to 99, and added 50 votes to APNU+AFC,
increasing the count to 154. The statement
of recount showed increases from the statement of poll, of one vote for PPP/C, to 120,
and three votes for APNU+AFC, to 107,

likely due to previously rejected votes now
considered valid at the recount.
For ballot box #4126, the statement of poll
showed 284 votes for PPP/C, and 42 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
20 votes from PPP/C, reducing the count
to 264, and added 40 votes to APNU+AFC,
increasing the count to 82. The statement of
recount showed an increase from the statement of poll, of one vote for PPP/C, to 285,
likely due to previously rejected votes now
considered valid at the recount.
For ballot box #4139, the statement of poll
showed 146 votes for PPP/C, and 99 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation subtracted
one vote from PPP/C, reducing the count to
145, and added 40 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count to 139. The statement of
recount showed the same result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4149, the statement of poll
showed 93 votes for PPP/C, and 114 votes for
APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation added 30
votes to APNU+AFC, increasing the count
to 144. The statement of recount showed the
same result as the statement of poll.
For ballot box #4150, the statement of
poll showed 41 votes for PPP/C and 207
votes for APNU+AFC. Mingo’s tabulation
added 30 votes to APNU+AFC, increasing
the count to 237. The statement of recount
showed the same result as the statement of
poll.

PPP claims ‘deliberate sloth’ in District 4 recount
Georgetown — The People’s Progressive
Party has claimed that there is “deliberate
sloth” in the recounting of District Four ballots,
and suggested that a recently promoted work
station supervisor is acting in concert with the
incumbent to further slow that process.
The party has also called out GECOM for
“preferential treatment” offered to President
David Granger during a visit last Sunday to the
Arthur Chung Convention Centre where the
recount is ongoing.
In a letter sent this week to the GECOM
Chair Justice (Ret’d) Claudette Singh, PPP/C
Election Agent Zulficar Mustapha demanded
the Chair give the assurance the promotion of
IT staffer Enrique Livan was not related to a
visit to the tabulation centre by Granger.
Livan has been promoted to station supervisor at workstation ten, which is currently recounting ballots cast in Electoral District Four.
It is alleged that the station had slowed considerably, and only processed one box during
the morning hours on Monday.
The party argued that the recount for District Four has been the slowest for all the districts with 40 percent of the remaining boxes
originating from this district.
District Four has the largest population, and
consequently has the largest number of ballot
boxes at 879.
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There are three stations assigned to recount
these ballots and these stations have processed
161 boxes over the last 13 days. Less than the
178 processed by the three stations recounting
boxes from District Three.
In the letter, the PPP/C called on GECOM
to take steps to bring expediency to the counting of ballots for all districts, including District
Four.
It also specifically requested that the two
new stations to be established today be assigned
to recount District Four ballots.
However, these stations have been assigned
to count Districts Six and Seven.
Additionally, the PPP/C gave the reminder
that the particular staff member promoted on
Sunday, had been accused of “serious malpractice…during the verification process of District
Four results”.
On the evening of March 4, members of the
Guyana Police Force had conducted a public
interrogation of the staff member at the tabulation centre at the Ashmins building after a party
agent claimed they saw him entering data from
a “flash drive onto a spreadsheet” outside the
scrutiny of party representatives and observers.
Though video of the interrogation was widely shared, no charges have ever been brought
against the officer, and he remains employed
with GECOM.
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CORONAVIRUS

Pandemic impact on globalisation and human emotions
By Prof Ram Shankar
& Dr Vishnu Bisram
Special to Indo Caribbean World

T

he Covid pandemic has shaken human behavior in
Canada, America, the Caribbean, everywhere. What
was ‘normal’ is replaced by ‘a new normal’. Globalisation
and emotions are impacted in the Caribbean and its diaspora.
The virus has changed human dreams, aspirations, and
outlook, and brought the world to its knees. The pandemic has
inexorably underscored that humanity has become an organic
whole vasudhaiw kutumbakam, the old Indian Sanskrit adage
(the world is one) – pinprick causes pain felt by the whole.
It has leveled mountains of status, people, countries, and the
haves and have-nots.
When in January news filtered out
of Wuhan about a new highly contagious corona virus, we felt secure in our
comfort zones in Canada, America, and
elsewhere by its remoteness. Alas, within
weeks, like wildfire, this virus has affected
lives globally melting disconnections and
replacing it with palpable fear and uncertainty. Trade, economy, emotional bonds
are all affected showing that we were/are
connected globally.
Human value systems, evolved across
aeons, that define perennial human emotions, are changing. For example, tactile
communication of love as a human value,
long established as a norm, is changing
given the highly contagious nature of
this virus, coupled with the emergence
of unknown asymptomatic carriers who
infect others.
We have hardly even begun to understand the enormity of
emotional shock resulting from the pandemic. Imagine that
a funeral where mourners trooped past the bereaved family,
now maintaining social distance; or worse still, the plight of
dear ones who cannot even accompany the casket of a Coviddeceased to his/her final resting place. Siblings can’t hug loved
ones returning from far-off lands, and who are quarantined.
And then there is the reticence and stoicism with which
neighbours greet you if you are infected by, or are a survivor, of
the virus. That once warm, intimate hug that made a distressed
soul feel loved is gone. How will one live without these tiny
gestures of love and togetherness?
What will be ‘the new norms’ of expression of human bonds

Prof Ram Shankar
HoD Pol. Sci.
Jabalpur U., India.

Dr Vishnu Bisram
Political Scientist &
Writer on Diaspora.

and intimacy – a question that even the most anticipatory of
futurologists have not yet enquired into or visualised?
The value loads that humans had so assiduously attached to
events and things over the years, and hooked up their aspirations and dreams to, have started to melt. Cherished dreams
of migrating to, or visiting foreign lands, and the associated
glamour, have suddenly evaporated.
Goodbye to international jet setting tourneys. In the past it
was from ‘local to global’. Now, the new mantra is ‘from global
to local' — become self-reliant, which was once the mantra
during decolonisation that itself was replaced by globalisation!
On a sombre note, that poor migrant, or visitor, or student
in Canada or America, or elsewhere, now yearns to return

home to the intimacy of a simple life. Alas, that is, if he survives
the long harsh journey back home from wherever. Dreams have
changed, with the aspiration of ‘if I have to die let it be in my
own country or in my hometown or village’.
The virus has hit the economic system. In fact, this system
is responsible for exacerbating the hiatus among human beings.
Whether it is status ascription, material affluence, or power to
affect the other, the ultimate source of it all can be traced to this
entrenched economic system.
Is it crumbling? Well, the ‘new normal’ is certainly not going
to be as of yore.
As it is, symbols of status, affluence, and power are fast
depreciating and in the post-Covid world, likely to emerge in a
totally different form and substance. Work culture has already
changed from glamorous swank office spaces to work from
home with seamless connectivity. Work itself is
likely to get more efficient and less intrusive and
bossy.
Welcome changes, but for the less equipped
without technological background, especially
manual laborers and farmers, and those who
are ingrained with bureaucratic underpinnings,
change in work culture is likely to precipitate a
catharsis.
Web traffic is on the increase, with a major fallout being lesser traffic on the roads and lesser office space requirements, relieving some of the pressures of urbanisation. Lesser face-to-face contact
would imply decision making without recourse to
the human contact element, thus radically altering
work culture.
With a new world today, needs and wants are not
being driven by the background music of glamorous
advertisements but by what humans actually need
for survival. A strange scenario when economies are
going into recession because humans are not consuming redundancies to grow the economy and create jobs.
The great pandemic paradox facing the world today is,
‘Whether to open the economy to save it or to extend the lockdown to save humans’. The highfalutin’ lifestyles of the developed world, and those aping them were unsustainable. But who
was listening!
The pandemic and nature have been given avid consumers
time to ease up and listen. Nature is self-healing and smiling.
Rivers are running clean, environmental pollution almost zero,
birds and other animals (especially in big cities) are visiting
humans.
Is it the END or a RESURRECTION?

Coronavirus leaves migrants, undocumented workers in precarity
By Isabel Inclan
New Canadian Media

F

or the last five years, Sophia, a migrant worker from
Kenya, has helped raise the children of a Canadian family. But the COVID-19 pandemic has left her unemployed
and unable to apply for the Canada Emergency Response Benefit because her social insurance number has expired. Like her,
many caregivers’ immigration status is in limbo.
Her work permit expired last August, and she is still waiting
for it to be renewed, explained Diana Da Silva, 28, an organiser
with the Caregivers’ Action Centre.
She added that Sophia – who prefers to be identified with a
pseudonym because she lost her status – paid all the money she
was required to apply for permanent residence status, but was
refused because she did not receive a reply on time from the
federal department responsible for immigration.
“She has reapplied, but all processing for immigration applications has slowed down during this health crisis,” said Da
Silva. In some cases, where an expired work permit is waiting
for renewal, it means that the person has implied status.
“Unfortunately, in this specific case, she does not have implied status,” Da Silva said.
According to the www.canada.ca website, Immigration,
Refugee and Citizenship Canada is operating with “essential
staff only” due to COVID-19.
Da Silva said live-in care workers with closed work permits
that tie them to their employers, are at risk of losing their immigration status as well as their housing and income when they
are laid off.
This pandemic has affected care workers in many ways. For
many of them, having the right to ‘live-out’ is seen as a victory,
but now the social distance and isolation policies have obligated them to work live-in the house where they work if they
want to keep their job.
Due to the pandemic, some migrant and undocumented
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workers have also lost their jobs. Yet, they can’t access economCaregiver Edna, who like Sophia prefers to hide her real
ic relief because of their status.
name due to their vulnerable status, tested positive for corona“When they are live-in, they often end up being asked to do
virus and had to self-isolate.
more work without additional pay,” said Da Silva, who organised
“When I got the news that I tested positive, the nurse on the
a webinar on May 3 to educate caregivers about their rights.
other end (of the phone line) didn’t have any information to give
“This is a huge problem because it’s hard for care workers to
other than to say stay in isolation, and if my symptoms change
stand up for their rights due to (their work permits) being tied
for the worse to call 911. I am doing my utmost best to stay calm
to their (specific) employers. They are afraid of losing their jobs and monitor the fact that I am asymptomatic,” she said.
and in turn, their immigration
Migrant rights advocates
status,” she said.
argue that without CERB,
Maria Sol Pajadura, a
these workers will continue
former caregiver originally
going out to work, putting
from the Philippines, and who
their lives and others at risk.
now serves the chairperson of
“To flatten the curve, evMigrante Canada, said in an
eryone needs to follow public
interview that “some of our
health directives. But without
caregiver members are working
income, undocumented and
more during this pandemic
migrant workers are some
because as live-in workers they
of the most at risk for losing
Diana Da Silva, (front, second from right), with
have to clean the house and do
housing, access to food and
members of the Caregivers’ Action Centre.
other tasks beyond taking care
healthcare,” said labour rights
of children or elder people”.
defenders at Migrant Rights Network, in a press statement.
She added: “When the status is tied to the employer, the care
In their April 14 letter to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau,
worker is afraid to do a complaint.”
they called on the government “to close the gaps that deny
Migrante Canada distributes food to undocumented mineeded income support to migrant and undocumented resigrants who lost their jobs.
dents in Canada” and to extend access to CERB to those whose
In Vancouver, Julie Diesta, a member of the Vancouver
SINs haves expired, and who did not earn at least $5,000 in the
Committee for Domestic Workers’ and Caregivers’ Rights, said
last 12 months.
during this pandemic some caregivers have switched from
They state that there are at least 1.8 million migrant and
live-out to live-in, or even continue working without pay to
undocumented workers in Canada (one in 22 people), which
complete the 24-month requirement needed to apply for perinclude seasonal agricultural workers, caregivers and cleaners,
manent residency.
many of whom are essential workers
“We also have members who went on vacation in the PhilipSyed Hussan, executive director of Migrant Workers Allipines and cannot come back due to the lockdown. They do not
ance for Change, said that “in a public health emergency, we
know if they can still come back if the employer can no longer
cannot protect anyone if we do not protect everyone”, adding,
employ them,” she said.
“Over half a million workers are in a state of abject despair.”
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catﬁsh, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catﬁsh, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Reﬁnancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Canada’s business immigration programs remain limited

A

s immigration lawyers, we are frequently approached by
both aspiring business immigrants as well as Canadian
business owners who are keen to sign a deal and transfer
ownership of a business with a view to the prospective business immigrant securing their family’s status in Canada and the
Canadian business owner securing their family’s retirement. A
mutually beneficial arrangement!
Sadly, Canada’s federal business immigration programs don’t
contemplate such an arrangement as a means of obtaining
Canadian permanent residence, thwarting the dreams of both
prospective business immigrants and Canadian business owners,
not to mention the loss of investment in the Canadian economy.
Let’s review the current options for business immigration to
Canada.
The options for prospective business immigrants to Canada
have diminished significantly over the years. From 2002 up until
2012, Canada’s business immigration program consisted of the
Investor, Entrepreneur and Self-Employed classes. The Investor
class required a passive investment from an experienced business
person or senior manager who met established net worth and
investment levels. The Entrepreneur class required a business applicant to make a significant investment (which was undefined)
in either a newly established or a purchased and enhanced Canadian business which they were required to operate for a specified
period of time. Once the Entrepreneur was able to provide a
business plan and establish that they had both the skills, experience and financial resources to run the business, they would
receive a conditional visa for themselves and their family to
obtain permanent resident (PR) status. After operating the business for the prescribed period of time, a further application was
required in order to remove the conditions to their family’s PR
status. The Self Employed class was a restricted class for persons
engaged in self-employment in culture, athletics and farming.
Applicants needed to demonstrate that they were engaged in
self-employment in these specific areas and that they were able
to earn sufficient income from their self-employed activities to
support themselves and their immediate family members for
two of the past five years. Of these three categories, only the Self
Employed Category remains and it has been further restricted to
suspend applicants self-employed in farming.
In 2012 the Investor and Entrepreneur classes were suspended
from receiving new applications and in June of 2014, both
categories were formally cancelled. In the midst of all of this, in
2013 the Conservative Minister of Immigration of the day, Jason
Kenney, introduced the Start-Up visa pilot program. The concept
behind the Start-Up visa was designed to attract innovative and
creative entrepreneurs and not restrict their ability to obtain PR
status due to a lack of either business experience nor personal

Catherine Sas, Q.C. has over
25 years of legal experience.
She provides a full range of
immigration services and is a
leading immigration practitioner
(Lexpert, Who’s Who Legal,
Best Lawyers in Canada). Go to
www.canadian-visa-lawyer.com
or email casas@shaw.ca.
capital. This program focused on the prospective applicant’s business ingenuity rather than on past experience and deep pockets.
The concept was simple – if the business idea was good enough,
then Canadians would want to get in on the ground floor and
invest in the business. Hence the Start-Up visa (SUV) was born!
While introduced in 2013 as a pilot program, the SUV became a
permanent program in August 2017.
The SUV requires that a prospective immigrant obtain a
Commitment Certificate from either an approved Venture
Capital Fund (VCF) or Angel Investor (AI). The VCF or AI will
review the business concept and must commit to supporting the
business with an investment of $200,000 for the VCF or $75,000
for the AI. The involvement of the VCF or AI is meant to provide
a level of review of the business proposal’s chances of success
such that they are willing to invest their own Canadian financial
resources. Later in 2013, the Business Incubator category was
introduced to the federal immigration program. The federally
approved Business Incubator (BI) provides mentorship to a
prospective business immigrant applicant to ensure the success
of the new Canadian venture. For a full list of the federally approved SUV entities - VCF, AI and BIs - please refer here: https://
www.canada.ca/en/immigration-refugees-citizenship/services/
immigrate-canada/start-visa/designated-organizations.html
Canada’s federal business immigration program is currently
limited to the Start-Up Visa and Self Employed classes which
are very specifically defined categories of applicants. In addition, most provinces and territories offer Provincial Nominee
Programs (PNP) for business immigration. These PNP business
programs are highly individualized and vary significantly in the
requirements for each province or territory. But they do offer
other options for prospective business immigrants to Canada. As
most business people know, there is no easy pathway to entrepreneurial success and Canada’s business immigration programs
confirm that reality!
Join Catherine on May 21 as she moderates the ImmSeminar’s
program on the Start-Up Visa: https://imm-seminars5.mybigcommerce.com/20200521-start-up-visa-full-disclosure/

New virtual health care
service for Ontarians
A new virtual healthcare service, Meira Care, has launched
earlier this month for Ontario residents. The program is
designed to offer patients access to several virtual health care
services so that they do not have to step into a physical clinic
or hospital.
A press release from the company stated that Meira Care’s
goal is to provide a more sustainable and efficient means of
acquiring health-related aid for the public using a phone, computer or tablet all while supporting continuity of care between
providers and improved patient outcomes.
Meira Care’s virtual clinic platform is offered to Ontario
healthcare providers, according to the release. Physicians can
provide accurate and trusted medical advice, diagnoses, and
prescriptions (if necessary) to patients online rather than
having patients travel to the doctor’s office where they can
potentially put themselves and others at risk of infection, the
release continued.
Meira Care’s virtual service promises that patients can seek
"convenient and quality medical advice from a live healthcare
professional through secure video call or telephone call from
the safety and comfort of their own home."
The release further explains that Meira Care will help in
relieving pressure on the current healthcare system dedicated to
in-person visits. “Our collective goal is that through Meira Care,
our patients will have a more accessible means of receiving
quality medical services in a timely and efficient manner,” Says
Dr. Yabondo Mukendi, a medical provider with Meira Care.
Meira Care has a growing team of health professionals
which include Family Doctors, Pediatricians, Cardiologists,
Internists a various other medical providers who speak a
variety of languages, according to the release.
Some of the key services that patients will be able to access
virtually include:
• Medication Prescriptions and Refills
• Lab Results and Requisitions
• Specialist Referrals
• Mental Health Support
• Free Medication Delivery
• Common Healthcare Concerns & more
Patients across Ontario can access Meira Care’s virtual
services through the online scheduling portal accessible on
their website (www.meiracare.com) or by telephone at 877251-0077. They are open for appointments 7-days a week from
8 am to 9 pm Eastern Standard Time.

‘Saving Lives, Empowering People’: Free online concert connecting the Caribbean and its diaspora
Under the theme ‘Saving Lives, Empowering People’ The Caribbean Voice (TCV) is
organizing a free Facebook Live concert on
May 23 from 6-9PM.
According to a TCV spokesperson, “This
Concert for Hope’ is aimed at lifting up the
spirits of those locked down at home, in
quarantine or struggling with the coronavirus
restrictions. As well, in true TCV fashion, this
concert will showcase the ethnic and cultural
diversity of the Caribbean world, and connect
the Caribbean region with its Diaspora.”
The concert features a cross section of
music genres, including reggae, reggae fusion,
soca, chutney, chutney soca and R&B and
comprises singing, dancing, drumming, comedy and spoken word. The star-studded lineup
comprises:
• Guyana’s chutney monarch, Bunty Singh
• Upcoming Jamaican reggae artiste, Garfield
Maclean aka GMac
• Trinidad & Tobago’s cultural crossover
singer, Anthony Batson
• Philadelphia based Jamerican reggae fusion
performer Lushy Banton (US)
• West Indies cricketer turned music star and
motivator, Omari Banks from Anguilla
• Versatile Guyanese American, Rickford
Dalgetty and Friends
• The inimitable Roger Hinds, former Guyana chutney monarch and soca/calypso star
• Guyana’s singing sensation, Charmaine
Blackman
• Florida based Chutney high flyers, Satish
Udairam and Natty Ramotar (US)
• MC Drew P. Canada based chutney star
and radio personality

Terry Gajraj... Guyana Baboo

Lushy Banton, Reggae Fusion Artiste
• New York City based reggae artiste Pablo G
• Reggae group Votsee featuring Jah Dover,
out of California (US)
• Golden Om Dharmic Youth Dancers
(Guyana)
• Teenaged author and poet from New York
City, Anaya Willabus (US)
• Buxton Fusion Drummers from Guyana
• The Tarana Dance Troup from New York
• US based Barbadian star, Toni Norville (US)
• Barbadian singing star Sherridean Skeete
• US based Guyanese singing star, Terry
Gajraj aka Guyana Baboo
• Barbadian born, New York City based sea-
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soned comedian, Robert Sinck Sinckler
• Chanique Rogers, US based Vincentia
singer/songwriter and model
Hosts for this concert are Imran Ahmad,
Aubrey Campbell, Narine Dat Sookram and
Dimple Willabus all highly experienced,
broadcasters and emcess. Imran has been on
radio and TV for over a decade with his very
popular and highly accoladed radio and TV
show ‘West Indian Today’. Narine Sookram is
also a seasoned multi platform broadcaster out
of Canada, who has initiated a number of different radio and TV programs that have won
many awards. Jamerican, Aubrey Campbell
has been making his mark on the journalism
and broadcasting landscape for decades while
Dimple Willabus is a household name, as host
and CEO of Ryhthm Nation Entertainment.
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The Tarana Dance Troupe

Bunty Singh, Guyana's Chutney Monarch
For further information, to be considered
for participation or to support this unique
event, please What’s App 592-621-6111, 646461-0574, 868-364-6177, 772-7123-8308.
Send email to caribvoice@aol.com or thecaribbeanvoiceinc@gmail.com.
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He was Dedicated to Family and Faith
Br. Azizul Bacchus passed away on Tuesday, May 12th, 2020
at the Markham Stouffville Hospital. He was 92 years of age.
His Janaza was held on May 15, 2020.
Originally from Mahaica, East Coast Demerara, Guyana Br.
Zul came to Canada in 1970 and was joined by his wife and children in 1971. He was a loving husband and devoted father who
worked tirelessly to foster his family's welfare and happiness.
Br Zul was a former Vice President of Imdadul Islamic
Centre, a position in which he served for many years. He was
held in high regard by one and all and will be remembered and
missed for his commitment and dedication to the organization.
He was also President of the United Steelworkers Union in
Canada representing employees of Rexnord Canada Ltd.
Over the years, Br Zul has built many strong and lasting
friendships among his work mates, his Jamaat and the wider
community.
Br Zul was the son of Sukniah and Mowla Baksh, husband of
the late Ferose (Baby) Bacchus; father of Veronica, Bebee (Zai),
Pamela, Roy, Terry, Anne, Faziea and Hamid; father-in-law of
Buddy, Frank, Angie, Rena, Deva, Gary and Salimah.
He was the grandfather of Vidya, Devindra, Priya, Tricia,
Jason, Lisa, Amanda, Andrew, Natalie, Rosie, and Loreena;
grand father-in-law of Nancy, Corrie, Darryl, Natalie, Wyatt,
and Robert; great grandfather of Justin, Jordan, Emilia, Xavier,
Cashy, Lily, Valen and Helena; brother of Adam (dec'd), Erril
(dec'd), Hussain (dec'd), Betty (dec'd), Osman (dec'd), Ally and
Dora.
The family entreat Allah (SWT) to forgive him and keep him
in His good graces. Jazak Allah Khair.

Message from Devi Mandir
2590 Brock Rd, Pickerimg
To All Friends & Devotees of the Mandir
We are living in challenging times and the doors
of the Devi Mandir have been closed for almost 8
weeks due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Devi Mandir continues to keep in touch with you
via our Virtual Kathas and Daily Prayers encouraging you to participate in the livestreams from the
safety of your homes.
We find this method is an excellent vehicle in
reaching out to our devotees, letting you know we
are thinking of you.

Azizul Bacchus
October 29, 1927 – May 12, 2020

Toronto Arya Samaj
Please join us in a virtual Havan
on Sunday May 24th @ 10:00 am.
In light of the social distancing rules, we’ve set up a
virtual portal to enable us to pray together in harmony.
The officiating purohit will be Pt Satyanand Sarju.
Pravachan by Dr. Rudra Prasad on Ayurvedic Foods.
If you don’t have Zoom already downloaded
to your computers, here’s the link to get the app:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting

Meeting ID: 999 807 563
Password: 924670
https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kTzFn18y9
KURVANE VEHA KARMANI
JIJI VISHCH CHHATAM SAMAH,
EVAM TWAYI NAANYA THETO ASTI,
NA KARMA LIPYATE NARE
(Yajur Veda Ch 40)

We want you to know our Mandir might be still in
lockdown mode for about another month or so.
However we will be still here to continue to serve
you and your family. Please note you can always
contact us by telephone (905-686-8534), email
(info@devimandir.com), Devi Mandir Social Media
(Facebook, Instagram and Twitter @DeviMandir2590, and the Devi Mandir website (www.
devimandir.com).
We are being updated on Covid-19 by the City of
Pickering, Lakeridge Health communication and
the Province of Ontario daily briefs. Please be
aware we are mandated to stay at home, maintain
social distancing with maximum 5 people in any
social gathering and wear mask/gloves.
The Devi Mandir working team of volunteers are
maintaining and keeping all our records up to date.
We would love to stay in touch with you; please
contact us via email (info@devimandir.com) with
your current telephone number, mailing and email
addresses.
We look forward to hearing from you. We in turn
will contact you to communicate all our plans for
reopening as soon as permitted. Remember to
keep social distancing, wash your hands regularly,
avoid touching your face, wear your mask, stay
home, and stay safe and well.
May the Divine Mother continue to bless you and
keep you in good health always.
Jai Shri Ram
Vishnu Sookar, Public Relations Officer

Urgent Appeal For Kidney Donation
Pandit Krishna Sukul who resides in Scarborough, Ontario, is appealing
to the community for urgent assistance to help save the life of his 54-year
old wife Satwattie Sukul.
She is suffering from kidney failure with both of her kidneys functioning
at only 5% efficiency.
She is on peritoneal dialysis and has to do exchanges four times every
day, which is done at home.
She has completed all the required medical examinations at the Scarborough General and St. Michael’s Hospital and is currently on a waiting list
for a kidney.
The estimated waiting period is between two to five years but with her
kidney function deteriorating rapidly, urgent help is needed for a transplant
of one kidney.
Her blood group is ‘O’, which is considered a priority but in the absence
of a donor with this blood type, any other type of donor would be accepted.
The doctors indicated that anyone can live happily with one kidney, and
that a donor would be tested medically to ensure that there would beno
complications before accepting a donation. Several individuals have done
this type of procedures before and they are living a normal life.
Pt Sukul is making this earnest appeal for anyone who might be in a
position to help save the life of his wife.
He may be contacted at (416) 267-5038 or through his sister Rajmini at
(905) 783- 0459.
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Satwattie Sukul.

SOUTH ASIAN HERITAGE MONTH

Indian Indentured Immigrants to the Caribbean: A brief account
We must remember that before the arrival of the British,
India was somewhere between 27 and 30 percent of the world's
GDP despite 800 years of Mugals and Western Asian invasion,
their pillaging, looting and debauchery. India for centuries was
a leader in textile, steel production and craftsmanship which
the world had never seen before. The Roman Senate complained that India was draining the Roman Empire of Its wealth
in exchange for Indian goods.
British occupation of India led to further degradation, denigration and dehumanization of a wounded people. India was so
assaulted by foreigners for over 1,000 years that many Indians
began to develop an inferiority complex. This was so, despite
the fact that India had a complex and sophisticated social and
cultural system with deep philosophical and scientific achievements that rendered its civilization incomparable in human

By Harry Persaud

E

very culture is a precipitate of history and is determined
in time to a large extent by the peculiar geography in
which it evolves. When the special bond between a
people and the land upon which they were born is broken then
the rightness of their way of life is often severely disrupted and
perhaps altered forever. This was the dilemma faced by over
a half a million Indians brought from the subcontinent to the
Caribbean between 1838 and 1917, mainly by the British but
also by the Dutch and French Colonial powers in the region.
In 1833, the British government abolished African slavery
in the West Indies, under continuous pressure from the free
traders and Abolitionists in England. This eventually led to the
ex-slaves leaving the plantation, a place that was so brutal to
them for generations. The ensuing labor vacuum
had to be filled in order for the sugar industry to
survive. Easy access to cheap labor from the then
British colony of India encouraged the British to
recruit vast numbers of indentured (contract) laborers to serve in the West Indies as well as many
other British colonies.
In the Caribbean, Guyana and Trinidad and
Tobago received the larger portion of Indentured
Servants – 239,000 and 143,939 respectively.
Other Caribbean territories which received
substantial numbers of Indian Indentured Immigrants were Jamaica 36,412, St Lucia 4,000,
Grenada 3,000, St. Vincent 2,700, St. Kitts 300,
Guadeloupe 78,000, French Guyana 19,000, Surinam 35,500, St. Croix 300, Belize 1,000.
Even though the numbers of Indians landing in Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago were
different, the percentage per gender, age group,
caste, religion and area of origin in India were
similar. About 84% were Hindus and almost all
the rest were Muslims. Of the Hindus, about 31%
were from labouring castes, about 13% were from
higher castes and about 53% were from agricultural and artisan castes.
In 1917, public opinion in India forced the
SS Whitby - Indian Immigration Monument, Guyana
British Indian government to abolish the recruitment of Indentured labour.
history. Landless, poverty stricken, servile and unemployed,
Indians were ripe for pickings by the very force which led to
India's Grief
their poverty, to serve yet again in another chapter of economic
It is important to note some of the causes and consequences
and racial subjugation.
of the mass movements of Indians by the British to the many
parts of the world. There is no moral atonement for the British
Britain's Relief
systematic draining of India's wealth to England and Indian
The long arduous trip mostly by sail ships to the Caribbean
cheap labour to it's colonies, both atrocious and vindictive to
was devastating to the moral fabric of Indian migrants. The
say the least, both of which could be viewed as among some of
disrespect for women, the helplessness of men in the protection
the worst human exploitation in history.
of their female compatriot was devastating on board ship. Nev-

Recollections from OSSICC’s Indo-Caribbean Conference, 1988
By Vince Ramcharran
Living almost in isolation from other Guyanese or persons
from the Caribbean in Northern British Columbia since 1967,
I find the Indo-Caribbean Conference at York University which
I attended in the summer of 1988 to be a very special event.
After making contact with Frank Birbalsingh I sent thirty
five photographs taken in the 1960s in Guyana, to the conference visual arts committee, for display.
As an avid collector of historical photographs and documents, it was very exciting being with like-minded people at
the event for the entire week-long celebration. This conference
commemorated 150 years since the first Indian indentured
labourers arrived in Guyana and the Caribbean in 1838.
The Conference started with a cultural event near Toronto
City Hall and later moved to York University. I soon realized
that there were no arrangements to record the conference by
way of photographs or audio visual means. It became my main
purpose during the conference to audio record all presentations and speeches, including taking photographs of events.
Presenters at the conference included historians, politicians,
cricketers and cultural activities. I particularly enjoyed seeing
the displays of a logie kitchen that looked like our kitchen
when I lived in the logies in Guyana. This brought back fond
memories of my mother and sisters waking up at three in the
morning to prepare breakfast and lunch for work and school.
My favorite lunch was curried boiled eggs and steamed rice
which I sometimes ate on my way to school.
While I'm doing video recordings, as I did previously in
Uganda, Tanzania, Mexico or Guyana, I seldom listen to the
contents of the talks while operating the camera. I try to focus
on getting a good quality recording. After I came home post
the 1988 Conference and went through the presentations, I
began to realize the importance of that historical event.
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I was always interested in learning about my ancestry and
historical roots in India and the Conference filled in a lot of
gaps in my knowledge of my foreparents' life when they first
arrived in Guyana.
While I was growing up, Guyana was still a British colony
and I had some harsh experiences working as a telephone operator at the Albion sugar estate. But my experience there was
no comparison to hardships that the first indentured laborers
faced at the hands of the British expatriate managers.
I know the value that immigrants placed on their spiritual
life and it surprised me greatly to learn that our foreparents had
to pray and perform their puja late in the nights as their form
of worship was not approved by the estate managers.
Their Indian languages and religious practices were also
looked down upon and discouraged, if not disparaged. They
were forced to accept English, a language foreign to them, and
with that the cultural norms that the language entails.
After living in Canada for the past 53 years, I witnessed
many similarities between the treatment meted out to Canada's First Nations Peoples and the early indentured labourers
in the Caribbean.
The conference continued with a friendly cricket match at
York University and a boat cruise in Lake Ontario.
The Banquet with Dr. Cheddi Jagan as the Keynote Speaker
was a sold out event.
Dr. Frank Birbalsingh and his organizing committee deserve
high commendations for organizing this landmark Indo-Caribbean event. It was fully attended by both local and international
participants and supporters. It's regrettable that a conference of
this magnitude and importance is not a regular feature on the
Indo-Caribbean calendar in Canada.
(Vince Ramcharran, Northern British Columbia, Canada.
va7vrc@telus.net)

Harry Persaud was born on the West
coast of Demerara, Guyana He holds
a PhD in Anthropology and authored
two books on his Guyanese/Canadian
experiences. He is a writer, poet, and
martial arts practitioner.

ertheless, their dreams held the promise of a better life where
land could be acquired and family raised. These were the driving forces which kept them hopeful for the future, a harbinger
of new beginnings in a better world.
Although plantation life in the Caribbean did not assist in
the assimilation of different ethnic groups, it broke down to a
great extent caste barriers among Hindus and religious barriers
between Hindus and Muslims. This had begun on the ships
transporting Indians to the Western Hemisphere. The main
reason for this was that all indentured servants were treated the
same way by planters without any distinction of
caste or religion. Another reason being that the
long entrenched caste distinction practiced in
India could not be preserved in the harsh realities
of plantation life. This was a new development in
the psyche of those born in the colonies, having
roots in the Motherland but adapting to some of
the modalities of the West. New challenges require new solutions resulting in the advancement
of a separate Indo-Caribbean identity.
After the end of their indentured contracts,
usually five years, some Indians returned to
India, while a steady flow continued into the
Caribbean until 1917, when recruitments were
abolished. Those who returned to the Motherland
left with their accumulated savings, jewelry and a
free passage 'home'. The vast majority remained
in the plantation system and opted for land in
lieu of a return passage to India. The results
were, those who remained had access to seasonal
employment on the sugar estate while subsidizing
their meager income by working on their newly
acquired plots of land. This gave rise to private
enterprise and a sense of adventurism in a free
market economy. The landlords were different
and the social and political conditions under
which they worked were also different from that
of India. Nevertheless, a return to the land was a return to a
tradition best suited to agrarian societies. It was a return to the
extended family, ownership of property and the accumulation
of wealth. It was a return to stability and the old ways prior to
the British in India.
All things considered, however, Indians remained powerless both on the sugar estate and rice villages as was the case
in Guyana and Trinidad and Tobago, despite the fact that they
had become to a large extent economically independent of
mainstream society. They were shut out from public participation in the arenas of politics and government, a deliberate ploy
of the British administration of separating them from people
of African descent, who dominated the Public Service, police
and teaching professions. This was the "divide and rule" policy
of the British when it was to their advantage. Indians were to
remain a fringe element in Caribbean polity until the second
half of the twentieth century.
The perspectives presented here have relevance to social and
cultural change and methods of adaptation of Indo-Caribbean
people, away from the land of their ancestors and cultural
moorings. Their religion and culture were non-European,
therefore considered strange and heathenistic, whereby they
were not given the same rights and privileges as mainstream
society. Indo-Caribbeans seek a stable and peaceful environment where they could progress economically, practice some
level of group identity, within a culturally pluralistic society.
Second Crossing
Once again the journey continues. Descendants of the
Indentured, now professionals, scientists, educators, administrators and laymen and women are crossing the sea northwards
for greater opportunities and greener pastures. The bond to
the land is no longer paramount and the extended family is
gradually being replaced by a nuclear one. In cultures where
grandparents are absent from the world of the child, the child's
family link is shortened and its past is weakened. Ancestral history becomes peripheral, easier to abandon, perhaps forgotten
or misrepresented. Where all three generations move and live
together, elements of the old cultural map could be preserved
and applied into some form of cultural continuity.
Whereas old men and women in the past sat under mango
trees cuddling their grandchildren telling stories of days gone
by, today new stories await to be told to their progenies dwelling in foreign lands. Only time will tell the outcome of the
cultural transformations currently taking place both in the
Caribbean and in North America.
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AUTHORS' AND WRITERS' CORNER

‘In Our Time’ – Brown’s legacy to the Caribbean
ing and the sea for the rest of his life”.
Brown’s poetry collection, On the Coast (1972), is dedicated
to
an
early influence, Derek Walcott, whom he began reading in
ayne Vincent Brown was born on July 18, 1944, in
1963, Ramchand notes. Brown saw Walcott frequently during
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, then a British
1963 to 1965, sharing his early efforts at poetry. In Ramchand’s
colony. Father was Kenneth Vincent Brown, who,
words, “For the first time, a young West Indian poet was able
as Kenneth Ramchand tells us in Fifty Caribbean Writers, was
to find a master from his region, the kind of predecessor who
“a distinguished and aloof Trinidadian judge who treated him
could be seen to be involved in the making of a distinctive West
like an adult and sometimes like a boarder”. According to
Indian tradition.”
Stabroek News, Justice Brown was the first black Chief Justice
By his sixth-form years at St Mary’s College, Port-of-Spain
of Trinidad; he was also the son of Vincent Brown, the first
in the early 1960s, the teenage
black Attorney General of the colony.
Brown was part of a “remarkable
Brown’s mother, Vere Vincent Brown
flourishing of drama and poetry”,
née Edghill, died during childbirth;
as Ramchand reports. It was one of
he was his parents only child.
his schoolmasters, who impressed
Ramchand tells us Brown lived
with his student’s talent, who first
with an uncle and aunt from nine
mentioned Walcott to the young
months, until he was nine years old.
Brown.
Following the death of Aunt Helena,
Yet again Uncle Willie prove to
the decision was made to send him to
be another instrument of influa boarding school, The Abbey School,
ence, this time with Brown’s love
Mt St Benedict, located in the northfor horses. As Stabroek News notes,
ern range in Tunapuna, east Trinidad,
Uncle Willie was a horse-racing
about 16 kilometres outside of the
enthusiast, and “exposed the young
capital city of Port-of-Spain. As Ramboy to the sport as well as the
chand notes, the boarding school was
animals themselves”. Ramchand
Brown’s second home, “with visits to
Wayne Brown
notes how horses began pervadthe family on weekends”. At 11 years
ing Brown’s early life, that his fourth-form essays at The Abbey
old, Brown was again in the hands of new guardians, this time
School, “began to be full of descriptions of horses and illustratanother set of aunts. At 16 years old, he was an uncontrollable
ed with drawing of horses galloping”. He adds, “From earliest
young man, as Ramchand reports, and was taken in by his
childhood Brown was exposed to the horse-racing enthusiasms
detached father.
of the family. He was taken to the races at the Queen’s Park
Brown’s itinerant handing-overs during early life to differSavannah and taken by Uncle Willie to study the horses at their
ent guardians are likely contributory, critical influences in what
early morning exercises.”
would later filter into his creative work. There was the locale of
It seems natural, then, that the next step for Brown was
his Uncle Willie’s home “on the wild and windy coast”. As Ramto write about horses, which he did from 1963 as a sports
chand notes, Brown “spent many of the holidays between his
eighth and thirteenth years alone and free, climbing rocks, taking columnist with the Trinidad Guardian; obviously, his beat was
in the sea, absorbing how wind and water were eroding the rocks horse racing. He worked at the Guardian until 1964, Ramchand
notes, while “reading Wordsworth, Eliot, and Walcott, talking
and the lowest of the steps that led up the cliff to the house”.
with Walcott, and reading at his instigation poems by Robert
According to Stabroek News, the “considerable amount of
Lowell and Ted Hughes”. Wrapped in the accoutrements of
time” spent at the seaside of his uncle’s home “fed into his work
middle class life, as Ramchand notes, with Brown “living the
and life for years to come”; it adds, “he would write about sailBy Romeo Kaseram
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n a warm day in May, Mercelina sat at a bus stop on a
deserted street. A man in a hoodie approached. Mercelina saw a faint outline of his features in the semidarkness at five o’clock in the morning. He sat on the bench a
few feet from her, while she waited for her bus ride to the City
Center Hospital.
The man, like Mercelina, seemed to be suffering from seasonal allergies. Her inhalation of his foul breath from coughing
turned her away from him.
When the bus arrived, and they boarded it, Mercelina
sat away from the man and started reading the news on her
smartphone. Phlegm in her throat made her pop a mint into
her mouth.
When the bus arrived at the hospital, Mercelina’s itchy throat
forced her to stop at the hospital’s gift shop to buy more mints.
She hurried into the elevator
for her ride to the fourth-floor
palliative-care unit to provide
comfort for her terminally ill
patients.
The mints helped Mercelina
to stifle her cough and clear her
throat quietly under her breath.
She dabbed at her watery eyes
with a tissue whenever her
scratchy throat threatened to
make her cough.
Following her routine, she
moved along the fifteen beds of
the extra-large ward to check her
patients’ vital signs and dispense
medications with the assistance of a Personal Care Worker.
When she reached the last bed, she doubled over from an
unexpected fit of coughing before she could get a mint into her
mouth. The eighty-nine-year-old terminally ill patient jumped
out of sleep and gasped for air. The Personal Care Worker
rushed to the patient’s aid while Mercelina scampered out of
the ward and into the washroom. She splashed her face and
swallowed handfuls of water from the sink’s faucet.
After drying up, a worried Mercelina exited the bathroom
and entered the nurse’s station. The Personal Care Worker
stared at her with shock and confusion until Mercelina told her
about her seasonal allergies. The PCW gave Mercelina a face
mask to avoid inhaling dust and pollen and advised her that the
patient had settled back into sleep after the incident.
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life of a free young man with his own house key, a job, a car,” in
1964 he made an about-turn, leaving behind the “free life” and
journalism. Instead, he decided to seek entry to the University
of the West Indies, Jamaica, a move supported by Walcott.
Brown lived in Jamaica for a few years following university
life, returning to teach from 1970-1971; a year later, On the
Coast was published. He returned to Jamaica from 1972-1973
to research the biography of Edna Manley. It was written in
England, where he lived for two years in 1975-1976 through
the Gregory Fellowship in Poetry at the University of Leeds.
Stabroek News notes that Edna Manley: The Private Years, was
published in 1976. The text is about the Jamaican sculptor and
arts patron, also the wife of the Jamaican stateman, Norman
Manley, and mother of Jamaican Prime Minister, Michael
Manley.
Brown returned to Trinidad in 1977, in Ramchand’s words,
as “an excellent pedagogue and an inspiring presence… where
he taught at Fatima College” for two years. Just over a year later,
he was back in Jamaica, where he lived for three years, returning to Trinidad in 1983. Yet again, in what appears to an itinerant, woven motif in a life of journeys, sojourns, and returns, he
ended up at the Trinidad Guardian, before moving on to teach
at UWI, St Augustine Campus.
Brown’s journalism is remarkable for the legacy of his
column, In Our Time, which as Stabroek News tells us, “was a
wide-ranging and elegant commentary on subjects personal,
political, cultural and artistic”. It started in the Trinidad Express,
and was published by the media in Trinidad, Jamaica, and
in Guyana over its lifespan for more than 3,500 editions. As
Stabroek News notes, “[Brown] came to regard In Our Time as
a way that he could speak directly to his people – the people of
the Caribbean.”
His second volume of poems, Voyages (1989), was followed
by two collections of short stories and memoirs, Child of the
Sea (1990), and Landscape with Heron (2000). He considered
the title story of the latter his finest work of fiction, Stabroek
News tells us.
Brown died of cancer on September 15, 2009, in Kingston,
Jamaica.
Sources for this exploration: Fifty Caribbean Writers, and
Stabroek News.

The Supernatural

Vir ulen t
Self-conscious about wearing the mask in public, Mercelina
discarded it in the garbage bin at the entrance of the hospital
before she stepped onto the bus for the ride home. Her allergy
medication subdued her itchy throat on the ride home.
Mercelina hurried into the shower when she entered her
apartment. After a head-to-toe cleansing, she made supper and
relaxed to watch TV until bedtime.
After taking her allergy pills,
the bus ride to work the next
morning was uneventful. With no
allergy symptoms, Mercelina carried her mints but did not wear
a face-mask during her shift. The
replacement PCW did not know
of the previous day’s episode.
When she reached the last bed,
another patient had replaced the
usual occupant. She felt a pang of
guilt. Had she caused her patient’s
demise?
Burdened with worry, she hurried to the nurse’s station to check
the patient’s report. Stunned
by the word ‘Discharged’ instead of ‘Deceased,’ she re-read
the document several times to see if the doctor had made a
mistake.
Once she was alone, she used her phone to take pictures of
the report, making sure to get the patient’s contact information.
Immediately after her shower when she got home that
evening, Mercelina read the report on her phone one last time
before she called the contact number of the patient. There was
no answer. She tried a few more times with the same result.
With her appetite lost, she drank a cup of hot chocolate and
went to sleep with her cell phone plugged in to charge at the
night table beside her bed.
The shrill ring of the phone at midnight startled Mercelina
awake. The screen displayed no caller ID. Trembling hands

Kamil
Ali

picked it up, and she answered. The hollow voice of her patient
thanked her for the send-off. She claimed that she was now in
a better place with no more pain and misery. Before Mercelina
could gather her wits, the line went dead, leaving her to stare at
the ceiling for a few hours, confused and frightened.
Mercelina mustered enough courage to leave her bed for a
bathroom relief with the phone clutched in her hands. When
she placed the phone on the counter to wash her hands at the
sink, the lights flickered and went out. She tried to grab the
phone to turn the flashlight on, but she fumbled and dropped it
on the tiled floor. She heard it shatter into pieces.
The nurse gasped at the vanity mirror. She could not see her
reflection in the darkness, but her eyes reflected two yellow
lights encircled by orange rings. She flung herself away from
the frightful sight in the mirror and knocked the wind out of
herself when she slammed against the back wall.
Mercelina’s heart thumped when the mirror lit up while
the surroundings remained dark. The man from the bus stop
appeared with the same eyes. He stood out as the leader of
an army of hooded individuals who stared at the terror-filled
woman.
Mercelina clutched her throat. Without moving his lips,
he spoke in her head. He told her that she was infected and
controlled by a government manufactured virus that he had
implanted into her at the bus stop. The virus controlled her
mind.
Mercelina had become a lethal weapon that carried death
viruses through coughing to eliminate the unwanted members
of the population. Selected operatives targeted other undesirable segments of society.
When her phone sparked and burst into flames she followed
the man’s glance downward to the right. Her heart stopped. A
brand new phone in an unopened box stood on the counter.
Before the image in the mirror faded away, the man declared
that Mercelina had written the report and forged the doctor’s
signature. The government needed the body for human experiments. The lights flickered back on.
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Govt ailing from lack of competence – Persad-Bissessar
On the hunt for new utilities ministry head, Rowley bags Hinds yet again
Port-of-Spain – The parachuting of Fitzgerald Hinds into the Public Utilities Ministry yet
again is growing evidence the PNM government is suffering from a lack of competence,
Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar
said last week.
Persad-Bissessar was responding to the manoeuvring inside the PNM over the weekend
following the sudden resignation of Robert Le
Hunte from the public utilities ministry on Friday.
The ministry is not new territory for Hinds,
who served as Minister of Public Utilities until
June 2017. He was replaced by Marlene McDonald on June 30, 2017. However, McDonald’s tenure proved to be short-lived, with her
appointment revoked on July 1, a mere two
days into the job.
McDonald’s tenure at the utilities ministry is
among the world records for the shortest duration of a government minister in a new role.

Kamla Persad-Bissessar
Her astonishing departure was due to the controversial appearance of a Sea Lots “community
leader”, Cedric “Burkie” Burke at her swearingin ceremony. According to reports, Burke is

known to the police.
Following McDonald’s sudden exit, Rowley
held the portfolio until Le Hunte was sworn in
on August 31, 2017. Even Le Hunte’s swearingin was not without controversy, with the discovery that he held dual-citizenship with Ghana, which had to be revoked.
Hinds’s return as Public Utilities Minister
was the sixth appointment to the ministry,
Persad-Bissessar said on Sunday.
“At the rate they’re going, we’ll probably be
at number eight before election... It is clear they
have no real persons of capability [and] competence. You go back to a minister you fired from
a ministry to put him back there,” she said.
Persad-Bissessar said Hind’s parachuting
into the role was just a “holding position” for
the elections, and the Prime Minister had to
put “one of his boys” to the post.
“I don’t see any joy coming out of that for the
people of Trinidad and Tobago,” she said.

Le Hunte resigns: no rift, regrets

Divali Nagar’s
flame splutters
Port-of-Spain – The flames are spluttering at this time for the 2020 edition
of Divali Nagar, with the possibility the
event may be canceled due to the presence of Covid-19 in the country, National
Council of Indian Culture president
Deokinanan Sharma said last week.
Organisers will be meeting to discuss
the fate of the event at the end of this
month, Sharma said. The event is due
to take place during Diwali festivities in
November this year.
Sharma said there was uncertainty
about making plans for this year.
“We are not sure what we will do
yet. We will be dependent on the State’s
six (lockdown) phases, and the advice
of medical experts on whether social
distancing will still be intact. If it is not
stopped, there is no way you can have
thousands of people congregating at a
festival,” he said.
Additionally, “It is difficult to make a
final decision; it is up in the air. You can’t
make a decision since everything is dependent on how Prime Minister Dr Keith
Rowley rolls out the six phases.”
Sharma was also concerned about
funding, given the coronavirus impact on
the economy.
“The State and some corporate organisations give us some assistance. We ask
for a small pittance at the car park. I don’t
even know if corporate sponsors will
help. All the businesses are in trouble, and
they are complaining about the negative
impact from the pandemic. It’s difficult to
say, ‘Yes or no’,” he said.
He added: “We would love to do it if
things come back to normal. We just can’t
put thousands of dollars into an event that
may not happen. It’s a big project. It’s all
done voluntarily.”
The location is well-known for its
lights, and events such as classical singing,
and for its famous pepper roti.

Port-of-Spain – Former Public Utilities dency on desalinated water.
Le Hunte said that plan was completed
minister Robert Le Hunte last week confirmed
there is no rift in the relationship with Prime through a lot of hard work with the IDB, the
Minister Dr Keith Rowley, while asserting he ministry, and himself, which led to a note being
had no regrets over his sudden departure from laid before Cabinet.
“Clearly, there appears to
the PNM government. In fact, Le
be a conflict in policy that led
Hunte said he remained committo me being asked to withted to the PNM.
draw the note. I, therefore,
He was reluctant to comment
respectfully request further
on what transpired during the
clarification before advising
Cabinet session last Thursday
the IDB,” the letter stated.
that led to his resignation letter
He told Rowley there relanding on Rowley’s desk the
mains a number of issues he
next day. According to reports,
“neither comprehend nor
Le Hunte came into the crossagree with”. Additionally, “Yet
hairs of colleagues, who sided
I fully understand the prinwith Rowley over withholdciple of collective responsibiling the go-ahead on a proposed
ity.”
WASA expenditure of (TT)$1.5b.
Having witnessed the hardSaid Le Hunte: “If people
ships the population has been
choose to leak information as
experiencing for water, Le
to what happened in Cabinet,
Hunte told Rowley the matter
that is their prerogative. I can’t
Robert Le Hunte
was close to his heart.
stand in their shoes... I can only
“It is then left for me to conclude that the
stand in mine. My professional integrity and
professionalism do not allow me to do things instructions given by you without appropriate
like that. I will not go down that road. I will not discussion suggest a loss of confidence by you
breach that confidentiality. That will go against in me,” Le Hunte said.
my integrity.”
He also declared having no “regrets” over his
decision to leave, adding he will be judged on
his performance and values.
Le Hunte also put the questions to rest over
his relationship with Rowley, saying, “There
Port-of-Spain – Doubles
is no tension on my side with regards to the vendors were last week
Prime Minister.”
congratulated on adHe thanked Rowley for providing countless herence to physical
opportunities to grow and serve Trinidad and distancing rules,
Tobago.
the kudos coming
“The Prime Minister has stood by me a from Minister of
number of times when other people may not Health Terrence
have,” he said.
Deyalsingh as
According to the reports, Le Hunte resigned the government
over the Cabinet not approving his proposal of embarked on
a (TT) $1.5 billion metering system for WASA tentative re-opencustomers.
ing of sections of the
Said Le Hunte: “I note the recent speculative economy.
reports based on anonymous sources, which atDeyalsingh was updating the
tempt to give an account of what transpired in nation with feedback on how the re- opening
Cabinet. My integrity and professionalism dic- of food establishments was proceeding when
tate that I do not breach the sanctity of Cabinet, he singled out doubles.
and I will do so under no circumstances. I did
Said Deyalsingh: “In visiting food estabnot achieve the strides made in my professional lishments… I drove past about five doubles
career by making outrageous proposals and vendors… I must say the doubles vendors…
displaying public insubordination.”
seem to be so well prepared, have adopted the
Over the weekend, Le Hunte’s resignation measures, that I really want to congratulate
letter to Rowley was leaked to the media. In them. They are leading by example …”
it he said his interpretation of Rowley’s last inDeyalsingh said the government was paying
structions was to work with the Inter-Ameri- close attention to food establishments, adding
can Development Bank on developing a com- there were more plans for unannounced visits
prehensive plan to bring a 24/7 water supply to to locations.
Trinidad and Tobago within the shortest pos“I think the food places represent an area
sible time, and to move away from the depen- of high contact and high movement, and the

CAL prepares for end
to airport lockdown
Port-of-Spain – Caribbean Airlines
began preparing to take to the air once
more following the lockdown of Trinidad and Tobago’s borders on March
22. The government of Trinidad and
Tobago instituted the isolation measures
following the international spread of the
virulent coronavirus.
According to reports out of Trinidad
and Tobago, the airline has already put
social distancing protocols in place for
domestic flights. These protocols will
then overlap when international flights
begin again.
In a statement last week, the airline
said social distancing on flights “will
be practised at check-in, on board, and
other areas once international service
resumes”.
The statement added CAL’s cabins are
currently being sanitised with chemicals that “meet the requirements of the
World Health Organisation, the United
States Environmental Protection Agency, and the Centers for Disease Control”
as measures against the coronavirus.
CAL CEO Garvin Medera said, “We
assure you that Caribbean Airlines’
aircraft are sanitised above international
standards.” He also noted that the crew
constantly monitors air quality in the
cabins.
Also, according to Medera, the
Boeing 737 jet fleet is “equipped with
high-efficiency particulate air filters that
capture 99.97 percent of particles”.
He said high-contact surfaces such as
tray tables, seatbelts, and armrests are
cleaned before every flight, and at every
station.
Passenger loads will also be limited
and crews will “operate in full compliance with the instructions of the Public
Health and other authorities in the
jurisdictions in which the airline operates”, Medera said.

Doubles vendors double down
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results we are going to
get… will be indicative of how successful we are in making
these baby steps
toward opening up the
economy,” he said.
Earlier this month Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley announced the re-opening of the
food service industry. It was
Phase One of a plan to re-open
different sectors in varying phases.
The go-ahead for the public sale of
food means no in-house dining, with doubles
vendors allowed to conduct sales of the
delicacy with customers leaving the area after
purchasing.
Deyalsingh was confident about moving
forward, saying: “We can beat this thing … We
can hopefully open up a bit sooner if we work
together; if we work together and adopt the
simple public health measures.”
Among the measures are the wearing of
masks, hand washing, and cleaning the surfaces at home with bleach and water.
“All these measures are so inexpensive. All
these measures are simple measures that we,
as individuals, have under our total control,”
he said.
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IPL hopefuls stuck in Covid-19 limbo
Uncertainty, anxiety about form plague young talents put on hold
By Aayush Puthran (Cricbuzz)
attention of the franchises. A spate of injuries did play their
n these times of uncertainty, there is a degree of certainty
part, but it also didn’t help that he turned down Kings XI
in Tushar Deshpande’s tone when he describes his presPunjab’s invitation for trials ahead of the 2019 auction. But
ent predicament. “Neither am I going anywhere, nor is the
now as a 24-year-old, in a team that isn’t stacked with too many
IPL,” says the Mumbai fast bowler.
big-name Indian pacers, he stood with his finest opportunity to
Stuck at home, staring at his fish in a bowl to deal with
showcase his pace, his yorkers, and the newly-worked back-ofthe restlessness, Deshpande is aware that the resumption of
the-hand slower ball.
cricket isn’t a wait for Godot. It will happen eventually. But the
It’s a similar case for Jammu & Kashmir’s big-hitter Abdul
absolute lack of clarity over when IPL 2020 will commence has
Samad and Jharkhand batsman Virat Singh — both of whom
put a brief pause to the ambitions of several first and second
stood a
timers in
chance of fillthe tournaing in a posment.
sible space
Deshin Sunrisers
pande was
Hyderabad’s
bought by
middle orDelhi Capider. Samad
tals for his
is confident
base price of
that the IPL
INR 20 lakh.
suspension
While you
will not
might conimpact his
sider it to be
career and
good money
he will
for a young
retain that
domestic
form but
player who’s
Shahbaz
still making
Ahmed
e
nd
pa
sh
his way up the
looks at it
De
ar
sh
Tu
Yashasvi Jaiswal
i
sh
Jo
ranks, it’s not
differently.
ha
dd
iru
An
really the big“You
gest concern
don't know if you will be in the kind of form that you were in
for Deshpande. It’s more the missing out on an opportunity to
when you were picked. Maybe, by the time the IPL is played,
showcase his wares on the IPL stage that he is vexed about.
I may lose my rhythm. As a junior player, such opportunities
Unlike in the case of Sanjay Yadav, son of a daily-wage
don’t come easily,” he says.
earner, who had shifted base from Tamil Nadu to Meghalaya
In Bangalore, Joshi, the 32-year-old all-rounder, had difto enhance his cricketing prospects last year. It helped too.
ferent ambitions. One of the finds of the Karnataka Premier
The all-rounder bagged nine wickets in his maiden
League, he was picked by Royal Challengers Bangafirst-class innings, followed it with an eight-fer and
lore in 2018 but didn’t get a game. This year, Rajasfinished with 55 wickets in nine games. In bethan Royals snapped him up as their lone frontline
tween, he also scored an unbeaten double century.
off-spinner.
His exploits helped him bag his second IPL deal
“In the last few years, finding a place in the Kar- worth INR 20 lakh with Sunrisers Hyderabad.
nataka side has become very competitive. So far, I was
Despite having plied his trade for a season in
getting selected only in the T20 side because my fitness
the TNPL, the IPL contract was going to
was an issue. I worked towards that, and
be the big windfall with which he was
continue to follow the training program
planning to upgrade the facilities at
given to us by the Rajasthan Royals’
the academy he trains at in Hosur.
strength and conditioning coach. I was
Yadav also had plans to save some
hoping that if I did well in IPL this year,
of it to buy a house for his family,
I would get selected in the other formats as
who now stay in a rented space.
well,” he says.
The IPL’s indefinite suspenHowever, there is an upside for some players. The
sion has also put a hold on
delay has allowed Yashasvi Jaiswal to go slow on his
a number of junior players’
shoulder rehabilitation. He was a prolific scorer durfinancial investments.
ing the Under-19 World Cup earlier this year with a
Virat Singh, who was
double-hundred in the Vijay Hazare Trophy. Had the
snapped by Sunrisers
tournament started as per schedule, he would have
Hyderabad for INR
had to hurry up on his recovery.
1.9 Crore, had plans
For Sai Kishore, who spent a few days
of buying a plot of
in the CSK camp, the
R Sai Kishore
land, renovating his
break has allowed
current house, and
him to hone his
passing on the rest of
skills.
the savings to his father. Shahbaz Ahmed, the left-arm spin“After bowling to the likes of Rayudu, Vijay, Raina and Dhoning all-rounder, who had moved from Haryana to Bengal, was ni — all of whom are good players of spin, you become more
hoping to upgrade his ‘lifestyle’, and add better facilities in his
confident of your skills. This break has given me time to hone
rented apartment in Kolkata.
it, like an exam that has been delayed by three months. I have a
Aniruddha Joshi, a banker by profession, had plans of
basic facility to practice my bowling on my terrace,” he says.
investing the money in fixed deposit to secure his son’s future
Like with sportspeople around the world, the IPL hopefuls
education. R. Sai Kishore wanted to upgrade the facility at the
too have been finding their own ways of staying fit amidst the
cricket academy where he trains.
lockdown. In Deshpande’s case, the bigger challenge is not the
“I’ve trained there since childhood. I still continue to use it
workouts, but the need to not get worked up in this endless wait.
extensively. Getting more bowling machines, better nets, etc.,
“I realise that this time can be a little frustrating, so I’m
would help the others training there as well,” he says.
making sure I don’t lose my cool. I’m watering plants, meditatThe money aside, IPL also is the stage that propels young
ing, keeping myself engaged," he said.
Indian cricketers into the spotlight, and often as a result into
Additonally, “wI was preparing for this tournament, not
national recognition. It’s also a two-month period where they
only in training and practice, but also mentally readying myself
get to rub shoulders and share dressing-rooms with the who’s
for it. Since I can’t practice bowling anywhere, I have to make
who of international cricket. Not having that opportunity is
sure whenever normal life resumes I don’t have to catch up too
also a disruption, not just in their immediate schedule, but also
much.”
the progression chart in their careers.
Sai Kishore, though is prepared to see the bigger picture, and
Deshpande has performed fairly well in domestic cricket
perhaps puts their wait into perspective when he says: “It is disover the last four seasons, progressed to the India A setup last
appointing, but in the current situation, the lives that we’re living
year, and was mentally ready to play his maiden IPL. Despite
— of safety and with food on our plates — is a life of luxury. We
his impressive performances over the years, he has failed the
cannot be complaining; it’s time we look beyond just ourselves.”
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No grave doubts, Windies players
are nervous about English tour

C

ricket West Indies chief executive Johnny
Grave thinks this summer’s tour of England
will go ahead, but says his players will be
“very nervous" about travelling. The three-Test series
was postponed until at least July due to the Covid-19
pandemic.
At this time, the England and Wales Cricket Board
is exploring the use of ‘bio-secure’ venues for the
game, as well as quarantining players.
“There will be no coercing players into this tour,”
Grave said last week.
He added: “If you
grow up in a country
where the population
might only be 60,000
or 70,000 people, to be
thinking the UK has had
over 30,000 deaths is a
massive figure.”
Grave was also hopeful the Tests would take
place, saying it was
Johnny Grave
“right to be optimistic”.
However, he added: “We have to be absolutely clear
that it’s safe, first and foremost. The ECB have got a
long way to go to get UK government approval to be
absolutely certain that bio-secure cricket will work.”
Grave said the Cricket West Indies board had contacted a “wide pool of players” about the prospect of
travelling to England.
Games would likely be played without fans, and
could be staged at one venue where players can stay on
site — such as Old Trafford and Southampton — and
be tested regularly for the coronavirus.
“The players would be very much in a bubble,”
Grave said.
He added: “We said to the ECB we’d want four
weeks of preparation before the first Test. We’re probably looking at three back-to-back Test matches. It
would be seven weeks of very much training at the
ground, staying at the ground, and very much being
isolated within that hotel environment.”

TTCB pulls stumps on season

T

he Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board last
week cancelled what was left of a cricket season
already truncated by Covid-19 restrictions.
The cancelation decision was made following discussions with representatives of the National League,
zonal affiliates, and clubs. Discussions focused on the
government’s extension of COVID-19 restrictions
on team activities, contact sports, and other activity
encouraging gatherings.
The TTCB also said due to the incomplete status
of all national cricket competitions, there will be no
promotions or demotions for this season.
“The TTCB was persuaded to make these decisions
in the best interest of cricketers and the general public
in the face of the pandemic. Also taken into account
was the current state of grounds on which matches are
played, as they are not prepared to host any cricket
in the near future, even if the government eases its
Covid-19 restrictions on team sports within the near
future,” TTCB said.
The TTCB also decided there will be no winners
this year, despite two rounds of main matches left.
“We are going to just cancel the cricket and start
afresh in January, next year,” it said.
The TTCB noted it had received the support of the
Tobago Cricket Association, and the Trinidad and
Tobago Women’s Cricket Association, which have also
both decided to halt activities.
It also called on all minor cricket leagues affiliated
with the national group to immediately stop competitions in the best interest of public health and safety.
As for the Under-17 Interzone tournament, the
TTCB said that is likely not to materialise, but there
has been no final word from Cricket West Indies.
“We are waiting on CWI, but I think that since we
normally host the U-17 tournament, and we cannot
play cricket here, then they may call that off. The U-19
may be played because of the upcoming U-19 World
Cup. If that is the case, then we may have to arrange
an U-19 Interzone tournament or find some way to
choose an U-19 national team to take part in that
tournament,” it said.
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West Indies hopeful for 2020 English tour
30-player squad selected and awaiting UK govt taking Covid-19 covers off

T

hirty players have been identified by Cricket West Indies to go to get UK government approval to be absolutely certain
for a possible three-Test tour of England, the decision
that bio-secure cricket will work.”
on the go-ahead based on the UK government taking
Meanwhile, the Caribbean media reported last week there
the covers off the superlative, inclement Covid-19 downpour,
was activity beyond the field with selection of the 30 players for
Cricbuzz reported last week. The tour was originally scheduled
the possible, upcoming English tour.
to start on June 4, but was postponed to at least July due to the
According to reports out of Georgetown, sources close to
pandemic lockdown.
CWI indicated the Roger Harper-led selection committee was
At this time, the CWI and England Cricket Board are trying
mandated with selecting the 30-player squad should the tour
get the green light.
to work out the day-to-day execuThe 30 players have already been
tion and cricket operations that could
notified by the selectors. Among
hopefully see commencement of the
the players in the preliminary squad
tour.
are the Essequibian fast bowling
CWI CEO, John Grave, last week
all-rounder, 22-year-old Keemo
acknowledged West Indies players
Paul, and the Berbician pair, leftwill have to undergo a 14-day quaranarm spinner Veerasammy Permaul,
tine after arrival in the UK.
and 23-year-old opener Shimron
Said Grave: “We fully expect the
Hetmyer.
quarantine for two weeks, but within
Permaul ended the truncated 2020
our discussions with the ECB we
Regional First-Class season with 50
would expect to be in a facility that
wickets from eight matches. It was
allows us to train outdoors. So we’re
his third-time haul of 50 wickets in
talking about cricket venues that have
a single season. With the season prehotel accommodation on the site, and,
Veerasammy Permaul
maturely ended due to the pandemic,
therefore, the entire practice facilPermaul was denied the opportunity
ity, as well as hotel accommodation,
of chasing, and breaking, his record
would be in a bio-secure environ67 wickets that was acquired in
ment.”
2015. He has 535 wickets from 120
Additionally, “There are several
matches, with 18 garnered from six
areas to be covered and several eleTests.
ments to this ongoing situation, so we
Paul has taken six wickets in his
want to make sure all aspects of our
preparations are in place, whilst the
three Tests, 87 wickets from 21 FirstECB develop their plans and await
Class matches, and has also scored a
UK government approval for the tour
century.
to go ahead. We want to share all the
Hetmyer has five fifties in his 16
information we have with the players
Tests since his debut against Pakistan
and staff, so that everyone underin 2017, with one century in 39 Firststands what a bio-secure tour might
Class games.
Shimron Hetmyer
look like. Player and staff safety are of
West Indies captain Jason Holder
utmost importance, and we will take
is at the top of the list of 12 players
the advice of those with expertise in these areas before seeking
selected from Barbados.
Board’s approval for the tour to be confirmed.”
The format of this tour consists of three matches at venues
The Board has also asked the contracted players to continue
with hotels, with the West Indies squad as large as 25 players,
with their training and fitness routines. England Test players
along with the coaching staff, team officials, and members of
too will resume the first phase of individual skills-based trainthe Caribbean media.
ing over the next few weeks.
It is understood CWI will request that the ECB stand
While the tour could be the welcome return of international
expenses for the extra players. The thinking behind the larger
cricket, Grave has already made it clear the players would
than usual squad covers contingencies such as players becomnot be forced to tour England. He was speaking to the British
ing ill or injured. It is understood a contingency call to the CaBroadcasting Corporation at the time.
ribbean for a player would not be practical given the requisite
Said Grave: “There will be no coercing players into this tour.
two-week quarantine down-time.
If you grow up in a country where the population might only
The green light for the tour is dependent wholly on the UK
be 60,000 or 70,000 people, to be thinking the UK has had over
government deciding to allow entry to the players at the border,
30,000 deaths is a massive figure. We have to be absolutely clear and issuing of visitors visas given the Covid-19 lockdown.
that it is safe, first and foremost. The ECB have got a long way
(With files from Crickbuzz and Kaieteur News.)

Gayle-force winds grow calm after apology to CPL

T

he Caribbean Premier League Committee’s intervenhear the matter.”
tion into Chris Gayle’s video outburst against his former
Additionally, “Notwithstanding, intense efforts were made
franchise, Jamaica Tallawahs, has seen it handing down
to settle the charges for the benefit of CWI, CPL, and [Gayle],
a decision to not constitute a Tribunal, and further, closing the
before empanelling its members. These efforts have resulted
matter altogether, Cricbuzz reported last week.
in an acceptance by [Gayle] of the need to issue the statement
The action by the Committee came following Gayle admitattached hereto. This was received by the CTC and shared with
ting his comthe CPL & CWI
ments were
to the satisExtract from Chris Gayle’s statement:
“damaging to
faction of all
“... I must be honest and say that I now realise
the CPL Tourparties. Given
how portions of my comments may be viewed as
nament and its
the assurance of
being damaging to Cricket West Indies, and to the
brand”.
[Gayle] to act
CPL Tournament and its brand – a tournament
A release
in good faith, it
which I have sincerely enjoyed not just being a
last week by
therefore, is no
part of, but also helping to build and promote.
the Committee
longer neces“It was never my intention to damage the T20
stated it resary to empanel
Tournament, as playing in the CPL has guaranceived a formal
a Tribunal.
teed an opportunity for the past 7 years to play in
complaint from
The CTC,
front of the great fans of the Caribbean. This is a
the CPL on
the CPL and
privilege which I genuinely appreciate and have
May 6 that alCWI therefore
Chris Gayle
never taken for granted."
leged “breaches
consider the
of its Tournamatter closed.”
ment Rules & Regulations by [Gayle], arising from a series of
In a video posted last month on his personal YouTube Chanvideos which he had posted to his personal YouTube channel
nel regarding his release from Tallawahs, Gayle claimed he was
on April 27th”.
undermined by several people, including his former teamThe release added: “Having circulated the complaint, the
mate, and the assistant coach of the CPL franchise, Ramnaresh
CTC unanimously decided that it satisfied the prima facie test.
Sarwan.
In accordance with its Disciplinary Powers it authorised the
He had also lambasted Tallawahs Chief Executive Jeff Miller,
establishment of an independent three… member Tribunal to
and owner Krish Persaud for “playing a game”.
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Winds of change see
no fans in stadiums

E

ngland speedster Jofra Archer says piping in music
or crowd noise would help cricketers get used to
playing in empty venues during the Covid-19 pandemic; however, the experience will show just how crucial
fans are to the game.
The England and Wales Cricket Board is scrambling to
salvage a coronavirus-wrecked summer as it prepares to
host a three-Test series against West Indies in July, possibly behind closed doors and at ‘bio-secure’ venues.
“It will be hard to play in a stadium without supporters but I understand it is necessary for things to start that
way as we won’t be able to test every single fan wanting
to come into the ground,” Archer wrote in his Daily Mail
column last week.
He added, “I think it will be one of those things you
don’t realise how much you need until it’s gone. Take it
away, and we will realise how much the supporters mean
to us.”
Adjustments would have
to be made, Archer noted,
adding, “Playing in complete silence will take some
getting used to... so I think
it might be useful to play
some music, some simulations of a crowd, something
to create an atmosphere,”
he said.
Jofra Archer
Additionally, “The best
solution, if we do have to play behind closed doors, might
be to have cheers and clapping when someone hits the ball
for four or a wicket falls. These are the little things that
will make it as normal as possible even though it won’t be
a normal occasion.”
India captain Virat Kohli also said last week playing
in empty stadiums would take the ‘magic’ away from the
game.
He believes cricket in empty stadiums is a real possibility in a post Covid-19 world, and though it is unlikely
to have a bearing on the intensity of players, he said the
magic would certainly go missing, The Hindu reported
last week.
Cricket Boards across the globe are exploring the option of resuming the game, but to empty stadiums. There
is speculation fans could be kept away from stadiums in
a bid to salvage the T20 World Cup in Australia, which is
currently under threat due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
“It’s quite a possible situation, it might happen, I
honestly don’t know how everyone is going to take that
because we all are used to playing in front of so many passionate fans,” Kohli said.
“I know it will be played at a very good intensity, but
that feeling of the crowd connecting with the players and
the tension of the game where everyone goes through it in
the stadium, those emotions are very difficult to recreate,”
he noted.
Kohli said the many moments would be missing that
are created because of the passion brought in by fans.
He said: “Things will still go on, but I doubt that one
will feel that magic happening inside because of the
atmosphere that was created. We will play sports how it is
supposed to be played, but those magical moments will be
difficult to come by."
Other international cricketers such as Ben Stokes, Jason
Roy, Jos Buttler, and Pat Cummins have all backed the
idea of playing the game behind closed doors, with no
fans present.
However, Australian Allan Border said it would defy
belief to host a World Cup without spectators.

Hope eternal for SA Caribbean tour
South African and West Indian officials are hopeful a
South African Test and Twenty20 tour of the West Indies
will go ahead this year in the wake of postponement of
South Africa’s women and the men’s ‘A’ team.
The women were due to play five One-day Internationals in Jamaica and Trinidad starting at the end of May. The
men’s ‘A’ team were due in Antigua in June.
A statement released by Cricket South Africa last week
quoted Johnny Grave, chief executive of Cricket West
Indies, as saying discussions were continuing with CSA
about the feasibility of the senior men’s tour, due to start
on July 15.
The postponements are a result of the Covid-19 crisis.
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Resurrecting the nectar & soul of ‘Baiju Bawra’
By Krishnaraj Iyengar
Hindi cinema’s biggest successes. The film Baiju Bawra was
The New Indian Express
noted for its simplicity, its bold and unabashed declaration of
n May 12, 1907, a son was born to a humble railway
love, the unparalleled musical genius of composer Naushad
guard in the sleepy village of Palitana, in the hinAli, the lyrical magic of Shakeel Badayuni and Vijay Bhatt’s
terland of Gujarat’s Kathiawad province. Little did
cinematic excellence.
its inhabitants know that he was chosen to be the messiah of
It was also the first time the glory of Indian classical music
India’s biggest creative arena – its film industry. Indeed, Vijay
was exemplified on the big screen, with some of the greatest
Bhatt, born Vrajlal Jagneshwar Bhatt, is remembered as one of
Hindustani legends not only rendering their heart’s best, but
the founding fathers of the Hindi film industry.
also performing together.
An engineering graduate from the prestigious Veermata
The film opens with a Khayaal rendition of Ustad Amir Khan
Jijabai Technological Institute, he worked at (Bombay Electric
in Raga Puriya Dhanashree, ‘Tori Jai Jai Kartaar’, depicting
Supply & Tramways Company Limited) before deciding to folTansen’s soulful solo. Rafi masterpieces in Malkauns and Darbari
low his passion for drama.
soak the film in the nectar of classical ragas, and the finale is the
After scripting many successful Gujarati plays, he met yesearth-shaking, one-of-its-kind duet between giants Pandit D.V.
teryears stalwart Ardeshir Irani, credited with India’s first talkie Paluskar and Ustad Amir Khan. ‘Aaj gaawat man mero jhoom
Alam Ara. Irani
ke’ plays in the
introduced him to
afternoon Raga
Baiju Bawra: Soundtrack
Abu Hussain, the
Desi as Tansen
owner of Royal
and Baiju have
1. Tu Ganga Ki Mauj, (Raga Bhairavi); Mohammad Rafi, Lata Mangeshkar
Film Company
their final face-off
Studio, which laid 2. Aaj Gaawat Man Mero Jhoomke, (Raga Deshi); Ustad Amir Khan, D. V. Paluskar in the presence of
the foundation for 3. O Duniya Ke Rakhwale, (Raga Darbari); Mohammad Rafi
Emperor Akbar.
4. Door Koi Gaye, (Raga Desh); Lata Mangeshkar, Shamshad Begum, & chorus
Vijay’s debut film
In 1959, Vijay
5. Mohe Bhool Gaye Sanwariya, (Raga Bhairav with traces of Raga Kalingda), Lata
as a screenwriter.
Bhatt for the second
Mangeshkar
Soon, in
time epitomised
6.
Jhoole Mein Pawan Ki Aai Bahar, (Raga Pilu); Mohammad Rafi, Lata Mangeshkar classical music’s
partnership with
7. Man Tarpat Hari Darshan Ko Aaj, (Raga Malkauns); Mohammad Rafi
his elder brother
glory in cinema
8.
Bachpan Ki Mohabbat, (based on Maand); Lata Mangeshkar
Shankarbhai, Vithrough his super
jay Bhatt founded 9. Insaan Bano, (Raga Todi); Mohammad Rafi
hit Goonj Uthi
10. Tori Jai Jai Kartaar, (Raga Puriya Dhanashree); Ustad Amir Khan
Prakash Pictures,
Shehnai, as legends
one of India’s ear- 11. Langar Kankariya Ji Na Maro, (Raga Todi); Ustad Amir Khan, D. V. Paluskar
Ustads Bismillah
liest film banners. 12. Ghanana Ghanana Ghana Garjo Re, (Raga Megh); Ustad Amir Khan
Khan, Amir Khan
13. Sargam, (Raga Darbari); Ustad Amir Khan
and Abdul Halim
Lyrics by Shakeel Badayuni; music composed by Naushad.
Early accolades
Jaffer Khan got
Source: Wikipedia
After sevtogether and made
eral successes
pure magic. While
like Leatherface
Baiju Bawra’s Rafi
(1939), Narsi Bhagat (1940), Bharat Milap (1942) and the colos- and Lata hits still resound in the hearts of millions, the film on
sal Ram Rajya (1943) – which saw Mahatma Gandhi attending
YouTube continues to receive views and likes.
its private screening in Mumbai – Vijay Bhatt finally conceived
a one-of-its kind musical that bridged India’s ancient classical
The Heir Speaks
“I remember my grandfather took me to watch Baiju Bawra
musical heritage with its cinema.
It was the saga of the historic Baiju, nicknamed ‘Bawra’ or
when I was very little,” shares Bollywood filmmaker Vikram
crazed, and the legendary Miyan Tansen, the pre-eminent figBhatt, grandson of Vijay Bhatt.
ure of Hindustani music. Critics sarcastically called Vijay ‘Viju
“It was a theatre near Kalbadevi, Mumbai. I have a faint
Bawra’, as he dared to explore a subject nobody would tread,
memory of it, but a rather concrete memory of him being very
risking time, money, and creativity. Yet, his conviction had him
proud of the film and wanting to show it to me and my cousins.
firmly grounded.
It made little impact on me until I grew up and heard from the
The film Baiju Bawra took India by storm.
film fraternity at large what a great filmmaker my grandfather
“I was a school-going kid when Baiju Bawra was being made was and what a grand film Baiju Bawra was,” he said.
way back in 1952,” reminisces Vijay Bhatt’s only surviving son,
He adds, “I saw the film again and I saw the magic this time.
veteran cinematographer Pravin Bhatt.
I understood that all great work of art comes from a deep place
“I remember my father’s intensive research in the field of
within; a place of love. It was only the fortunate filmmakers that
classical music, his collection of rare books and manuscripts
found it. I have no idea what it is about love that flies out of the
and meetings with experts. It would thrill me to see Naushad
screen and into the hearts of the people watching.
Sahab’s car parked outside our Mumbai home, announcing
“I suppose love is that kind of language and my grandfather
another absorbing meeting with my father,” he adds.
knew it well.”
Remembering Vijay Bhatt won’t impact the modern generaAccording to Pravin, while the grandeur in Bhansali’s films
is eye-catching, he may not do full justice to Baiju Bawra.
tion, Vikram feels.
“Indeed, Bhansali will spend a lot of money on remaking my
“I remember going to Egypt and talking about Khafu and
father’s masterpiece. I respect him for being the perfectionist
the man in the museum saying, “Who’s Khafu?” I looked at the
that he is, but will he be able to do justice to Baiju Bawra’s soul? great pyramid outside and said to myself, “Sorry Khafu! MakResurrect the purity of Naushad’s music? I doubt it. If he does
ing one great pyramid was not enough to be remembered.”
outdo my father however, that would be his real success. I wish
Still, he believes Sanjay Leela Bhansali is the chosen one to
him all the best,” Pravin says.
remake Baiju Bawra.
Serenading Success
“Bhansali is a fantastic filmmaker. If there’s anyone who can
Research, passion and conviction blossomed into one of
remake my grandfather’s classic, it’s him,” Vikram says.
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Dil apna aur preet parai

Despite its sad content, movie remains lively

M

is both relatable and sweet, and it’s charming to see it
opey movies about mopey lovers sepaA Filmi
attached to a man, rather than to a starry-eyed girl.
rated by circumstances can be so dreary.
Geek
Indeed, throughout the arc of their romance, Karuna
Somehow, though, Dil apna aur preet parai
seems more grounded in reality than Dr Verma; his
Review
doesn’t bog down in its own pathos. Given the sublove is characterised by a rather funny daydreamy
ject matter, it easily could. Even its obligatory comic
song sequence, the end of which finds Verma makside plot carries a dark tone; it is set in a hospital
ing out with the door of a truck before jolting awkwardly back
ward and revolves around the jovialities of a patient’s terminal
to reality.
cancer (the patient
I have an inexplicable fascination
is Om Prakash).
with
Raaj Kumar, and he doesn’t disapYet while there
Meena Kumari and Raj Kumar
point in this movie, young and fairly
is plenty of angst
boyish as a character, if not physically
to go around, the
so. And, of course, I have an even more
movie manages to
unholy thing for Nadira. But she draws
remain lively.
the short stick in this movie; Kusum
No small part
is horrible. And not sexy-horrible as
of this is due to the
in Aan, or sexy-shrewd-horrible as in
pure radiance of
Shree 420, but just horrible horrible.
Meena Kumari, the
Kusum has one sympathetic moment
life she brings to
in her unhappy marriage, when Verma
her role of Karuna,
unreasonably objects to Kusum using
a nurse who falls in
money given by her father to decorate
love with a doctor
their home to her taste. Dil apna aur
just in time to see
preet parai could have made Kusum
him married to
human, and been a poignant story
another woman.
about how this marriage of obligation
But the script
damages all three of the principals, not just the two lovers.
gets some credit as well; it allows Karuna to live, not just to
Instead, despite that one moment, the movie presents Kusum as
fold in on herself, even in the ache of unrequited love. Karuna
a deranged harpy; she blows whatever sympathetic capital she
socialises with her fellow nurses, even when her heart is ailing;
has when she
she does not isolate herself in a lonely tower
interferes with
of suffering.
An elaborate dance sequence
Verma’s work
Even when she is at her most anguished,
and hastens a
Karuna remains connected to the world; in
patient’s death.
a charmingly real moment, she spills her
It’s hard to root
teary secrets to her roommate like any young
for a characwoman in love might do.
ter who says
This sensibility of the real, even in what is a
in nearly so
pretty basic filmi melodrama, buoys the movmany words:
ie and helps it stand out in its genre. In one
To hell with
scene, Karuna spies her love, Dr Verma (Raaj
your patient’s
Kumar) bringing back his new bride Kusum
critical surgery,
(Nadira) after a trip to his native Kashmir. As
you need to
she understands what she is seeing, Karuna
take me to the
bobbles the tray she is holding - but it’s just a
movies.
bobble, not a melodramatic crash and clatter,
And
no dropped tray accompanied by a thunderclap or a loud, tense note from the strings. The restraint renders Kusum’s dive off the deep end leads straight to Dil apna aur
preet parai’s completely ridiculous, deus ex machina ending.
the scene all the more effective. Later, Dr Verma tells Karuna
I will spoil it here: Kusum, having come thorthat his mother
oughly unhinged, drives her flashy left-side-drive
has brought her a
convertible off the edge of a cliff with Karuna in
gift from Kashmir,
the passenger seat. A few moments after the car
and asks if she
splashes into water, Karuna surfaces, sputtering,
wants to know
and a heroic Verma dives in to drag her back to
what it is. She
dry land. Disturbingly, Verma and Karuna never
replies, archly,
look back to see whether Kusum might have
“Dulhan?” and
survived; so desperate are they for the universe
leaves Verma
to unite them that they seem silently to conspire
gaping. Karuna
to let Kusum sink out of the picture.
suffers, but she
When I began this movie, someone on Twitter
retains a sharp
had warned me that it is a very good movie, exself-awareness,
cept for the ending. I can’t disagree; it’s the only
and punctuates
blemish on an otherwise lovely piece.
her grief with
Kusum about to go over the edge with nurse Karuna.
wry smiles and
snarky comments. There’s
even a wryness to the
Helen in a delightful adaptation of Harry Belafonte's
delivery of Karuna’s famous
Banana Boat Song.
song, “Ajeeb dastan hai
yeh.” (Contrast the inwardfocused, ascetic heroine of
Bandini, who almost revels
in her own suffering.)
There are other delightfully real touches that keep
the story alive. Karuna
realises her love for Dr
Verma is returned when she
sees her name written in
all kinds of decorative ways
on his desk blotter. Who
among us hasn’t doodled an
infatuation’s name this way
and that on our notebook
and papers? It’s a detail that
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Village belle of
the 1950s-1960s,
Nimmi passes
away at 88

T

he actress was brought to a suburban Juhu hospital
after she complained of breathlessness. She died in
the evening of March 25, 2020 family sources told
Press Trust of India.
“She was admitted to the hospital on Wednesday afternoon after she complained of breathlessness. She passed
away this evening. She had been unwell for quite some
time. She had been in and out of hospital this year,” the
source added.
Born Nawab Banoo, she came to be known by her
screen name Nimmi, which was given to her by filmmaker
Raj Kapoor, who first spotted her as a shy teen on the sets
of his film Andaz.
Raj Kapoor cast her as the second lead in Barsaat in
1949. The film had three popular songs — Barsaat me
hamse mile tum, Hawa me udta jaye, and Meri Patli qamar
hai, which were picturised on her.
After the success of Barsaat, there was no turning back
for the ascending Nimmi.
Though she often played second fiddle to the popular
heroines of her era, she established herself in the roles of
ill-fated lover, or the feisty village belle.
Such was her popularity that an extended dream sequence was added in Aan, as distributors felt her character
died too early in the film.
Inspired by William Shakespeare’s play Taming of the
Shrew, the film had Nadia and Dilip Kumar in lead roles;
but Nimmi, as village belle Mangala, left a lasting impression on viewers’ mind.
The film released with the title Savage Princess in England and in France as Mangla, fille des Indes [‘Mangla, the
daughter of India’].
Nimmi worked with top actors in her era, including Raj
Kapoor, Dilip Kumar, Dev Anand and Ashok Kumar in
films Sazaa, Aan, Uran Khatola, Bhai-Bhai, Kundan, Mere
Mehboob, Pooja Ke Phool, Akashdeep, Love and God, which
was her last film.
She left the world of movies to get married to writerdirector S. Ali Raza, who passed away in 2007.
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1st, 2nd and Reﬁnance
PROPOSAL / BANKRUPTCY
Make One Small Monthly Payment
For all Your Debts
INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal - Business
Business Registration
HST - Payroll - WSIB

Abdool Saheed
416-731-7527

Abdool Saheed ASA, ABR, SRES
Broker of Record

YORKWOODS CONDOS
Jane & Sheppard

Jason Saheed
647-293-8397

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

$100

(Barrels up to 30" tall)

HEAD OFFICE

Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120
Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
24
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

